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• The Voice’ Department, headed by H. W. 
supported by Iludley Buck in Interpretation, 
C. Griggs, Frank H. Potter, and others, offers,... 
questioji, the best advantages for vocal study to be 
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|by John 
without 
found 
Lirec- 
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If thiB 
in America. 
The Pianoforte Department, under the active] 
tion of Albert Boss Parsons, offers the broadest! 
both in Technique and in Interpretation. A part 
work, comprise|d in the Synthetic Department! of Nor- 
Tnining, under Miss Bate S. Chittenden, h lakes 
possible to prospective teachers the great advantages of 
the Synthetic Method of Piano Teaching, as originated 
by Mr. ParBons and established through Miss Chitten¬ 
den’s editorship of the Synthetic publications. 
Department of Theory and Composition, Harry Rowe 
dhelley, Principal. 
Depa-talent iof Organ, R. Huntington Wood 
Principal. Instruction in this department given 3 
Buck and Mr. Shelley also. ” 
The Department of Violin, under Clifford Sch 
the eminent coiacert master of the Seidl OrcheEt: 
conjunction with the Pianoforte Department, seci. 
the Cpllegei the important advantage of the sta 
chambe r music and general ensemble practice! 
A special feature is the Residence Department for 
ladies, where a limited number of .pupils from * ba¬ 
lance ai 
for practice and Btudy. 
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WILLIAM STEINWAY AND " TOUGH AND 
TEOflNIO." 
New York, December 28, 1896. 
To Mr. Theo. Presser, Publisher of IVm, Mason’s 
“Touch and Technic,” 1708 Chestnut Street, Phila¬ 
delphia, Pa.:— 
Bear Sir,—It is with great interest and pleasure that' 
I have read the recent letter of Mr. I. J. Paderewski, in 
which he expresses such strong approval of the piano¬ 
forte method of my life-long friend, We, Mason. As 
one of the principal objects of this work is the cultiva¬ 
tion and development of a firm, full, and sympathetic 
pianoforte touch, I have been reminded of what Liszt, 
Rubinstein, and other great masters said years ago in 
praise of the touch of its author, for their testimony, 
which I happen to know is authentic, goes to-show/.that 
Wm. MaBon should be able to thoroughly understand 
the subject upoff which he writes, possessing as he does 
such an excellent example in his own playing.r 
My recollection carries me back to ■ the 2_3d day of. | 
May, 1873, when just prior to Anton RubTfisteiii’fl de¬ 
parture for Europe a supper was tendered him at’the 
Hotel Brunswick by a few friends, among them Gqstave 
Schirmer and several other well-known- gentlemen. 
During the evening, the conversation having turned on 
Musical Art in America, Rubinstein remarked thatlhe 
prospect of our future development in this directipn was 
favorable, as there were already a number of gifted native 
American composers and pianists. He referred to his 
visit to Liszt in Weimar during the year 1853-64, and 
said that while there he became acquainted with William 
Mason, whose playing was characterized by that peon- • 
liarly sympathetic and elastic touch which, unless inborn, - 
could not be acquired by any amount of practice. 
Again on May 14, 1877, at the city of Hanover, Ger¬ 
many, Franz Liszt gave a reception to a number of artists - 
and critics, who had assembled in that city to attend a 
musical convention. Mr. Theodore. Steinway, then re¬ 
cently returned from New York, was present pn ihvita- -■ 
tion, and Liszt on greeting him said, “Mr. Steinway, 
how goes it with my favorite pupil,. William Mason? ” 
Mr. Steinway replied, “that Mr,/ Mason was in good 
health, and actively engaged in his professional duties;” 
’LiEzt-said, “Mason is by nature and temperament en¬ 
dowed with a wonderfully sympathetic touch, of an 
elastic and velvety character.” 
This is certainly strong testimony, and in its light I v 
am not surprised that Paderew’ski should so fully endorse 
Mason-’s “ Touch and Technic.”—Very respectfully 
your8j William Stkinway. 
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Thko. Thomas and Melba, the singer, had a scene in 
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HOME. 
In ten performances Paderewski has drawn over 
$50,000 in a few eastern cities 
The auction j sale of opera seats in Boston brought a 
premium of $10,000 over the regular prices. 
Lajtret 
ber 28. 
the i 
He is 
violinist, sailed for this country Decem- 
|to play in not less than twenty concerts. ones l°r 
for 
lit is! 
great value. 
{and Hartel, of Leipsic and New York, 
first volume of a series of Musical 
ji historical and chronological character, 
conductors, students, and musicians in 
to be an elaborate work and should be of 
Wagner's “ Gotterdiimmerung” was performed at 
the Vittorio Emmanuele Theatre in Turin for the first 
time, last month, with much success. The other parts 
constituting the tetralogy are shortly to follow. 
Da. Carl Reinecke, by express desire of the King of 
Saxony, will retain his post as Senior Professor at the 
LeipBic Conservatory, while hiB pension from the 
Gewandhaua is to be reckoned at his former full salary. 
An “experienced teacher” in Islington, England, 
announces throtigh the local Gazette, that Bhe is willing 
to give pianoforte lessons at the following rate: One 
lesson, 12 cents ; two lessons, 18 cents ; three lessons, 1 
shilling. 
. Thieves of the high class frequent the opera at the 
Metropolitan Opera House, New York. They go both 
for business and pleasure. Some of the most notorious 
are seen dressed in sumptuous style-, leaving after the 
performance, j When seen by detectives they are warned 
to keep away, bnt they still go. 
Clarence Eddy, the American organist, is do 
* VI_* I TT * ! _'_•Tvi. - _L _ in Paris. His 
The movement in favor of a monument to 
F. Root is me eting with hearty response and 
from all quarters. 
Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood! 
from Europe. 
amount of 
A new book 
com 
and a critical 
opera. 
The series ojf chamber concerts inaugurated by Clay¬ 
ton F. Snmmy,1 
will give a reci 
February IBth 
of original com! 
new pianoforte 
success in Europe has been rema 
Besides his 
for publication. It includes a memoir of 
|D|r. Geo. 
approval 
the pianist, has 
teaching he will do Ja large 
bertizing during the season. 
on Gliick and the Opera is almos t read 
account of the rise and progress of the 
in Chicago, have been great {artistic suc¬ 
cesses. Tne foremost string quartets of the country 
move 
 
have and ate taking part. It iB a valuable 
,E. A. M|cDpTYELL, the eminent composurjabd pianist, 
P 
sonata. 
WE  
tal 
The programme, to he made up 
ositions, wili comprise Mr. fikacl 
in Steinway Hall the 
“ A desideratum in Concert-giving ” is the title of an ences/in Berlin by her song recitals. She was “in 
article i 
contends that the desire to accommodate large audiences 
and the 
miciled 
Irkable. 
The 200th anniversary of the death of Purcell, 
usually regarded as England’s composer, was recently 
celebrated in London. The income from the celebra¬ 
tion is to be used to build a new case, for the organ in 
, the Abbey. 
Lilli Lehmann has lately been attracting large audi- 
dormous growth of the modern-orchestra, with 
its attendant expenses, have resulted in making modern 
concert,-mils so large that the older orchestral music, 
scored for fewer instruments, can no longer bS heard to 
advantage., He thinks, therefore, that, “aB ip old 
times they had (small halls for chamber music and larger 
orchestral, we now need halls of medium Bize j i j • i_.-. 
for this new intermediate category, the-orchestral music 
of the older composers, {especially Mozart and Haydn.” 
orLoo 
QJvy 
the Looker-on, by Mr. W. F. Aphthofp. He gl i us voice,” and although her hair has grown almost 
white, she is said’to look as young as she did in 
New York. As a matter of fact she is only forty-seven 
years old. ’’ , 
returne 
The point 
long ago, 
was forcibly made by Mr. Theodore Thomas 
and yarious applications of it to local musical 
affairs hajve been madejby this paper. 
FOREIGN. 
about to start a musical newspaper in Mascagni is 
Milan. 
Pianos are manufactured in Yokohama, .Japan, by 
the composer natives and sold at the price of $75. 
The profits of the late Leedp Festival in England 
amounted to over $10,000, which handsome sum was 
distributed among five medical charities of Leeds. ’ 
M. Peter Benoit, Principal of the Antwerp Royal 
Conservatory, bias nearly completed the score of a fairy 
opera, a la Hum 
afternoon of 
entirely 
Eugeni) 
church of 
perdinck, named “ Princess Sunbeam.” 
d’Ai. 
Gemi 
M Dowellfs Ducal Weimar 
October 2 1st. 
Lbert was -married in the-. Protestant 
jbach in the Black Forest, to the Grand 
chamber singer, Hermine Fink, on 
The following are s.ome of the salaries paid at 'the 
. Milan Conservatory: The director. $1200, with, lodging; 
two professors of composition at $600 apiece; three of 
singing at $500 apiece ; two of the piano at $400 apiece; 
teachers of wind instruments $240 apiece; three of 
violin $320 apiece. * •. 
Under the title of PreludeB and Studies, Dr. Hugo 
Riemann has collected (in German) into book form a 
series of his newspaper articles about music. He is 
severe on the present virtuosity and the defects of 
musical training. His views on rhythm, phrasing, and 
the whole tone system, are of valu^and are highly in¬ 
structive. 
Among the foreign artists who will participate in next 
summer’s Bayreuth festival will be the 'De Reszke 
brothers, Madame Brema, Misses MacIntyre, and Susan 
StroDg, and several orchestral players from Loudon. 
German chauvinistic objections against this “ invasion ” 
of foreigners .are absurd. Reciprocity in art is a useful 
principle. . 
A manuscript of the original libretto of “Lohengrin ” 
is for sale in Berlin. It is written by a secretary, but 
there are many alterations and notes in Wagner’s own 
hand. Among the lines he struck out are a long solo 
by Ortrud, describing the manner in which she turned 
the young prince into a swan, and a short solo for the 
swan when it resumes its original shape. 
1 A QUEER. PIECE OF NEWS. 
Old St. c3ohn’s Church, ini Leipsic, built in the last 
third of the sixteenth century, is being torn down to 
make room for a new structure large enough to accom¬ 
modate the growing community. This fact would hardly 
b^of much interest outside of Leipsic were it not that, 
during tjhe excavations the remains of Johann Sebastian 
Bach, the famous organist and composer, were found 
under the most extraordinary circumstances. 
/The space surrounding the church ha(j been used, as a 
churchyard for many years, but had been abandoned as 
a cemetery long ago, and was given over to street and 
searches in the archives that Bach was buried in an 
oaken coffin, and in a shallow gravs—not in a deep one 
used for the burial of two or three people—which never 
had been marked with a tombstone These were all the 
clues that could be found. Systematic searching at the 
place mentioned above brought to light parts of oaken 
coffins which evidently belonged to two different persons. 
One contained the remains of a young wcfman, the other 
those of a man past the middle age. The skeleton of 
the latter was carefully collected and transferred to the 
laboratory of Professor His for scientific examination. 
mmm 
tissues form only a thin layer over the boneB, like in the 
forehead, the clay had to be Applied inch deep to pre¬ 
serve the similarity, while around the chin and the' 
cheeks where thick layers of flesh surround the bones,. 
those of Bach’s skull almost penetrated to the surface. 
Thus the question arose, whether, with the aid of ana¬ 
tomic measurements, representing the average for a 
given age, a face might be 'modeled upon a skull regard¬ 
less of who the person was,! and still resemble it in 
general traits to a certain extent ? This problem had 
to be solved by the anatomist and the artist together. 
Professor His proceeded with the measurements, and 
established the normal thickness of tissues of the face, 
giving to the artist the average lof 37 measurements taken 
on men between the ages of 60| and 72 years. 
The sculptor started anew i upon his task, and now 
made a face-mask adhering absolutely to the figures 
prescribed for him by the anatomist. The facial traits 
were hardly considered, although the artist, waB well 
acquainted with the picture of Bach painted by HauB- 
mann in 1745 from life, and ilow hanging in the school 
of St rhoma . sic. The result of the experi- 
1 Fig. 1.—Skull of John Sebastian Bach. 
park purposes. The marks on the surface of graves were 
in many case^ obliterated, and many burial places had 
disappeared entirely. Among those lost sight of was the 
grave of the old organist of the church, and as many 
people inquired for his grave, a tablet waB erected about 
ten yeajrs ago upon the outer wall of the church itself 
designating his supposed last resting place. This loca¬ 
tion, while believed to be correct, was merely assumed, 
but the real grave was recently unearthed during the re¬ 
building of the church, the foundations of the new 
structure being so much larger than- the old ones that a 
Fig. S.—Portrait Bub! of John Sebastian Bach, Modeled bjj Karl 
SefTner over Bach’s Skull. i 
:ently, and from it we 
•! 
leton shows a strong 
could not have be- 
order to ascertain 
erties of the skull 
e features of Bach 
s still in existence in 
sting experiment was 
n eminent sculptor, 
The report of Dr. His appeared re< 
glean the following :— 
The Bkull belonging to the ske 
and characteristic formation, and 
longed to any ordinary man, Ir 
whether the physiognomic prop 
agreed in all particulars with tl 
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. great many graves had to be disturbed in the excavations. 
These excavations were made the occasion of again 
searching for the remains of Bach, and while many be¬ 
lieved it an i tter impossibility and pootpoohed the at¬ 
tempt, it was lecided by the authorities to leave nothing 
undone) to cledr away all doubts about the grave of Bach. 
He had died on July 28, 1760, at the age of sixty-five 
years, and was buried bn July Slfjt. A contemporary 
writer states c nly that his grave was ‘ ‘ near a door of the 
church.” Ar old, uncorroborated tradition placed it at 
the southern side of the church, just six steps from a 
email Bide entrance. Dr. Wustmann ascertained by re- 
Fig. 4.—Transverse Section of Soffner’s BuBt of Bacb, Showing 
- Underlying Skull from t'le Side. i 
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Fig. 5.—Longitudinal Section of Seflfner’s Bust of Bach, Showing 
Underlying Skull frqm the Front. 
ment was conclusive. The bust as modeled by Seffner 
over Bach’s skull possesses all ;he characteristics of the 
portraits of that eminent composer now extant, and, if 
possible, surpasses them all in 1 ifelike and characteristic 
expression.' While Professor His’ report does not once 
state with absolute authority th it the skeleton found is 
that of Bach, circumstantial evidence is so strong that 
the fact can hardly be doubted or disputed. A positive 
evidence is simply impossible; but it is equally impossi¬ 
ble that all the logical conclusions drawn from thete 
scientifically and practically conducted researches should 
be purely accidental. Such accidents are, to say the 
least, highly improbable, and do not exist but in the 
minds of those who will attack any conclusion not 
proved correct mathematically. 
The commission appointed to decide the question has 
unanimously declared these remains to be those of Bach, 
and they will now find a permanent resting place in the 
nave of the new church, where a handsome monument 
will mark the memory of the great composer. 
The best kind of success"in every man’s life is not 
that which comes by accident. 
You will find the mere resolve not to be useless, and 
the honest desire to help other people, will, in the 
quickest and delicatest wayB, improve yourself.—Bushin. 
! | ULTRASENSITIVE. 
Pupils, especially children who are naturally back¬ 
ward, arc so averse to making any motions with the 
hanps, even those that are necessary to produce the 
righjt effect, such as playing light staccato chords or lift¬ 
ing jthe hands to bring them down with force on a fort- 
zando note or chord. 
A teacher was showing a small girl how to play stac¬ 
cato, whejn shesaid, “ Oh! if any one would see me do¬ 
ing that they would think I was trying to act smart /” 
Persons lyho are not educated in music should read 
and remember what Oliver Wendell Holmes says in his 
“ Autocrat jof the Breakfast Table ” on this subject. 
He says: ‘f I have often seen1 pianoforte players and 
singers mjkje such strarigo motions over their instruments 
or j£ ong bjooks that I have wanted to laugh at them. 
‘Where did, our frilends pick up all these jfine ecstatic, 
airaj?’ I would Bay to myself. Then I would remember 
My Lady in ‘ Marriage k la Mode ’ and amuse myself with 
thinking how affectation was the same in Hogarth’s time 
and in ouJ own. But one day I bought me a Canary- 
bird, and hung him up' in a cage at my window. By- 
iiiuomaLIUJLL. HUU. 
andjby he | found himself at home, and I began to pipe 
his little tunes; and. there he was, sure enough, swim¬ 
ming and - waving about, with all the droopings and 
liftings and languishing side-turnings of the head that I 
had laughed at. And now I should ask, ‘ Who taught 
himlall this'?’—andi me, through him, that the foolish 
head was not-the one swinging itself from side to side 
and bowing and nodding over the music, but tiat other 
which was passing its shallow and self-satisfied judgment 
on a creature made of finer clay than that frame which 
carried that same head upon its shoulders?” " 
i G. 0. P. 
• ;--  
! RAMBLING TALK. 
BY J. H GUTTERSON. 
t> _ 
Pc t Yourself in His Plage.—I wonder hojw much, 
happier life would become, if we could always dee the 
situationkhrough the “ other fellow’b” eyds? Itisacase 
of the twp knights and the gold and, silver shield every 
dSfis^tKe week and twice on Sunday, if one is a mem¬ 
ber c f a church choiif. 
To put oneself in another’s place is. a much harder 
thing to do than to follow the golden rule, for the former 
requires unbiased judgment, while in the latter we can 
often have that human satisfaction of heaping the “ coals 
of firs.” ' .1 
lam both pmused and provoked at the views held by 
the fio-calkd practical business world regarding the 
musieian. They call us. “ cranks,” and so we may be, 
but v e have also our opinion of the unromantic money 
gette:1, and as we never can look at life through the same 
glasses, we must continue to be despised by them, and, 
well—think our own thoughts. 
I an a music teacher and “glad of it,!’ but whatever 
of success is mine is due, in a measure, to several 
years spent i n business, where I grew to knpwa business 
nan’ i ideas of himself, and through various rubs, just 
iis opinion of the musician, fledged and unfledged. 
Feeling richer, then, for this experience, I also feel, if 
'here is one weak spot in our armor, it is, that the 
artistic absorbs the practical in us to a harmful degree. 
“ Of course, you like large families,” said a father of 
many sons and daughters to me recently while, writing a 
check for my professional bill. “ Of course, I do,” I 
ieplied, “ if I can go right through the family like the 
whooping copgh I ” “You can have my girls, but I 
don’t believe in teaching boys music." This in a tone 
that l ift no x-oom for argument. The subject of music 
for beys has been too ably and too recently discussed in 
this paper for there to be need of my entering the arena, 
eo I hit that pass. j' ■» ■ 
Vis: ting recently at a! country house, I contributed some 
p iano playing aB my share of the general entertainment. 
Whether I played well or ill is not in the question, but an 
elderly retired merchant asked me, “ Had I a business ? ” 
and iardly seemed to understand when I told him I 
earned my living with\my music, that it was more than 
secondary, or a pastime, with me. ! 
■ , 1 _--J oaacwa UOYC taJLL 
application. I went with a friend,' a year or so ago, to 
find a studio |suitable for. musical business. One was 
found that seemed to answer every requirement, but upon 
learning that the new tenant-elect was a musician, the 
custodian frankly, informed us that he could not rent 
to . a musician,! as they were usually unbusiness-like and 
poor pay ; and this to my friend, whose name is well 
known in musi’pal(circles all over the country! 
The business man. smiles at our bank account and 
asks how many of us have ever become rich', while he 
points with pride at the successful contractor or the 
merchant prince, jldo not despise money, nor do lvalue 
it for itself. Its only value is what it can procure for me, 
and the want ;of it, rather, than the love of it, is the 
“ evil root,” but I had rather possess the keen apprecia¬ 
tion arid love for melody and harmony than amass the 
wealth that should bring “ leanness to my soul.” 
The world of business .can only see the other side of 
the shield, and they think we are spending time for 
nothing because we are not getting rich ! and it is vain ' 
that, we speak of the wealth of our world, and say,' “ I 
have a meat that ye know not of! ” 
Last winter during our opera season I saw in the ad¬ 
mission inclostire, leaning on a rail, with eyes fairly 
fastened upon the stage,-a shabbily-dressed, little figure, 
unconscious of surroundings or fatigue, her whole face 
radiant as she hung upon the gloriouB music coming from 
those wonderful throats, while near by a box party flirted 
among themselveB, and found amusement not from the 
stage, but watching my little friend. Where is my moral ? 
Scattered all through this article, I hope, like seasoning 
in good cookery. I use iny pen to air the things that 
either help or hinder me, hoping that as I profit by the 
good things in The Etude, others may be helped by 
spme word of mine. 
“ Let us then be up and doing,” and’present the pace, 
not only of a good musician, but of a responsible, live 
man and woman. 
A SELECT LIST OF ADVANCED FlANOFORTE 
COMPOSITIONS. ‘ 
MacDowell, Shadow Dance. 
MacDowell. DancajAndaloUse, No. 0. 
Spindler, Frisches omen. 
Rheinhold, Invitafionen. 
Hoilaender, Match in D Flat. 
'Godard, 2d Mazurk.. 
Godard, Nocturne.. Op. 90. No. 2. 
Bohm, Polacca Brillante, Op. 222. 
Schubert, Impromptu Op. 142, No. 3. 1 
Henselt, Etude, “ If I were a bird,” 
Karganoff, Arabeskes, Op. 6. 
Karganoff, 2me Tarantelle, Op. 17. 
Thome, Valse Arragonaise. 
Thome, Op. 71,- La Naiade, Valse. 
Rubinstein, Polonaise from Le Bal, 
Joseff Delibes. Pizzicata from Sylva. / 
Wieniawski. Kuyawiak. 
Beethoven, Farewell Sonata, Op. .81a, Op- 27, No. 2, 
Op. 28, and Op. 23 and 57. 
Haendel, Giguesfrom selected pieces, Steingraeber, 210. 
Haendal, Harmonious Blacksmith Var., 
Hummel, Adagio from A Min. Concerto. 
Mendelssohn, Concerto in G Min. 
Moszkowski, Caprice Espagnol. 
Moszkowski, Etude. Op. 34, No. 2. 
Moszkowski, Valse Sentimentale, Op. 86, No. 7. 
Brahms, Rhapsodie, Op. 79, No. 2. 
Mozart, Concerto-in D Minor.. 
Mozart, Concerto in C Minor, No. 18. 
Schumann, Carnaval, Op. 9. 
Schumann, Fantaisiestuecke, Op. 12. 
Schumann, Impromptus, Op. 5. ^ 
Liszt, Ballade in B Flat minor. 
Liszt, Rhapsodie Hongroise, No. 6. 
Liszt, Antique d’Amour, No 7, Harmonies. 
Liszt, Polonaise, No. 2. . 
Liszt, tf Tannhaeuser ” March. 
Rubinstein, Valse Caprice, E Flat. 1 
Weber, Concertstueck, Op. 79. 
Chopin. Polonaise. Op. 63 ; Nocturnes in D Flat, Op. 
27, No. 2, Op. 37, No. 2. Op 66, No. 1; Berceuse 
Ballade in G Minor and F Major; Scherzo in B Flat 
Minor. , 
Kullak, La Gazelle. 
Kullak, Op. Ill, No. 3. 
Krueger, La Haroe Eolienne. 
Chaminade, La Fileuse. 
Karganoff, Two Nocturnes, D Flat and-CTSbarp. 
Mayer-Helmund, Serenade, Op. 62. 
““-““--I uuuueri, csiuay. 
Rubinstein, C dur Etude. 
Grieg, Ballade. Op. 24. 
, Bach, Italian Concerto. 
Bach, 1st and 2d Prelude and Fugue W. T. C. I. 
Beethoven, Rondo a Capriccio, Op. 139, Cotta. 
Beethoven. Sonatas, Op. 70. p. 27, No. 1, Op. 10, No. 
1, Op. 31, No. 2, Op. 31, No. 3. ' 
Schumann,. Novellettes, 1 and 2, B and H. 
Schumann, Faschingsschwank, On. 28 
Schumann, Andante and Var., 2 Pianos. 
Schumann, 2 Nachtstuecke. * ■ 
Chopin, Polonaises in E Fiat and C Minor. 
Ohopin, Preludes, 6 or 6, easie^. 
Chopin Nocturnes, Op. No. 1, Op. 32, No. 1, Op. 37, 
JNo. 1, Same. ■ ’ 
Grieg, Album Leaves. Op. 28. 
Grieg, Improvisata, Op. 29 
Grieg, Norwegischer Brautzug. 
Grieg, Seleetious from Lyric Pieces in Peters’ Edition. 
• llaendel, Selected Pieces (3 or 4), Steingraeber, 210. 
Mendelssohn, Rondo Capriccioso, Op. 14. 
Mendelssohn, Capriccio in B Minor, Op. 22. 
Moszkowski, Valse in A Flat. 
Moszkowski, Moment Musical, Op. 7, No. 2. 
Liszt, Consolations. 
Liszt, Maiden’s Wish. 
Liszt, Soirees de Vienne, N,6*. 6. 
Wagner, Liszt, Spinnerlied. 
Verdi-Liszt, Rigoletto. 
Wagner-Brassin, Feuer Zauber.- 
Raff, Rigaudon. 
Weber, Polacca Brillante, Op. 72. 
Weber, Rondo in E Flat. Op. 62. 
Weber, Variations on Vien qua Dorina Bella. 
Liebling, Gavotte Moderne. 
Chaminade, La Lisonjora. * 
Chaminade, Pas des Amphores. 
NEW PUBLICATIONS,’ 
PIPE AND STRINGS. By W. Francis Gates. 
Three historic and descriptive sketches are contained 
in this little work. They are condensations of historical 
talfis, containing the main points in thevdevelopment of 
the piano, organ, and violin. The book does not attempt 
to give technical details or arguments of theories on dis¬ 
puted points. 
It is intended to be used supplementary to a historical 
or theoretical course on these subjects. The book is 
well printed and quite fully illustrated. i 
A DICTIONARY OF PIANISTS AND COM¬ 
POSERS FOR THE PIANOFORTE. By E. 
Pauer: Novello, Ewer & Co. 
This is a late addition to this firm’s Beries of primers. 
It is a compilation of short biographical sketches of 
pianists and composers, lists of pieces, makers of pianos, 
etc. It gathers into compact shape material useful to 
the teacher and pupil. It can be had in paper or board 
back. 
The same firm issue a primer called 
FIRST STEPS AT THE PIANOFORTE. By Fran¬ 
cisco Berger. 
It aims to furnish beginners with a “ method ” which 
may be used from end to end in the order in./which it is. 
compiled. The claim is-made for it that it is original- 
both in the order and language. Great attention is paid 
to the beginning, and every step is fully yet concisely 
explained and fully illustrated, It will bear examina- 
The following valuable remarks by Mr. Franklin 
Taylor can hardly be too strongly impressed upon the 
tyro at the keyboard, and those to whose care he is en¬ 
trusted :— • 
“ The beginner will always find it easier to play the 
notes of a passage correctly with the wrong touch than 
with the right, and therefore, if mere note playing were 
the soje object sought, good touch could never be 
acquired. In view, then, of the possibility of a fatal 
mistake in this respect, thb following axiom may be 
laid down: ‘ Better a wrong note with the right touch, 
than the right note with the wrong touch,,’—that is to 
say, an occasional false note, caused by the uncertain 
movement of a properly used finger, is comparatively 
unimportant, and will be corrected by practice ; whereas 
playieg'every note correctly with fingers that creep and 
anxiously seek their keys will always hinder, if not 
prevent, the formation of a good touch. 
THE' ETUDE, 
THOUGHTS TOE THE THOUGHTFUL. 
The readers pf The Etude are interested in questions 
that ref^r to their daily work. They are also seeking 
for newj wfiys of working and for new ideas to apply in 
their teaching, j The experience of every-teacher brings 
to mind| subjects which he would like to see elaborated. 
Below we present a few subjects in the form of ques- - 
tions. We would be. pleased to receive answers from 
which we will ejlit a forum wherein the various opinions 
can be compared. vWe would likejio have the answers 
short and direc :ly to the point. The writer should sign 
his or h|er name to the answer sent us. Please write on 
one side of the sheet only. If in teaching any of these 
subjects you ubo illustrative aneedoteB, please give them. 
Please send your answers early, so that all may be 
worked into the articles at the same time. 1 
1 . ' L ■ 
1. To what extent dd you have pupils use the Tech- 
nicon, ihat is, how many minutes a day ? 2. Finger 
gymnastics, away from the piano ? 3. The Metronome? 
’ ii. 
We should be pleased to ha^e .you send in a lot of 
questions for the Question and Answer Department. 
III. 
1. What do you do with a pupil who likes music but 
does not like to practice? ! 2. And how do you treat a 
pupil who begins with “taking music” instead of 
studying musicj ? ^ 
1. 'When you .gave up teaching from house to house 
and required your pupils to come to your studio, did you 
lose any pupils? 2. And how did it affect your standing ? 
3. Is your. studio in a private house or in a public block 
in a business street? The writer’s name will not be 
published to this, but should be Bigned for the informa¬ 
tion of the editor. Answers will be confidential. 
1. What is your opinion of the re' ative merits, artisti¬ 
cally, financially, socially, and prospectively considered, 
6f the teaching done in music schools or the musical 
departments of seminaries, compared with. that of pri¬ 
vate teaching, that is teaching in a town, the pupils com¬ 
ing to a studio for lessons, or taking them at theirjOwn 
houses? 2. Have you tried both? Which do you like 
best, all things considered ? 3. Please give your res sons 
why. I 
XI. 
1. If a pupil is to have two hundred dollars but no 
more spent on a musical educatioi, at what age would 
you advise the child to begin so as o get the most value 
from the money? 2. Would you idvisp as to the qual; 
ity of teacher at any time of the term ? That is, is itj ever 
economy at any period of the couri e to employ a cheap 
teacher, and if you think so, when ? 
1. Every pupil has some peculiarity, and many pupils 
have some that are detrimental to progress. Whitt ex¬ 
ercises and 6tudes do you give :’or their correction, 
naming the peculiarity as well as how you correct it? 
2. If a pupil has a bad habit, or a fundamental inaccu¬ 
racy of manner, position, or fault do you concentrate 
the pupil’s exclusive attention to it i cor recti on and, keep 
at it till conquered, or do you only make; it a part of your 
lesson’s work while other points are being studied ? 
lTHow long before graduation do you have a pupil 
begin a piece that is to be played as a graduating piece ? rathet than the notes ? 4- When they a Phraf|e can 
2. How long should a pupil be working on a piece he y°u Set them to Sive out aB a musical thought? 6 
expects to play in public, say for a week or two at a time, How do y°u 8et them to do-thi >? f Wbat clasa 0 
with as much of resting the piece between, as dhys of music have y°u found beat to uae '^en| teaching a pupil 
working on the piece? to Plar musical thoughts insteac of mere notes? 7 
I VI. ^ Have you tried having them hear one another in musi- 
1. Every teacher has pupils who like music but die- cales for learning how to give out musical thought? 
like practice, j What devices have you tried in order to 8. When your pupil has passed hill lesson-hour with you, 
awaken them to the desire for real Btudy? 2. What with what is his mind most impressel, technic or ex- 
have you done to awaken their interest? 3. What has pression? 
. - ■ \ . "X" V , 
been your most successful means of getting better work *. i. '* . 
out ofthis class of pupils? ‘ ! 1. Every teacher has pupils whc fail|to do satisfactory 
, - |work-,-to make satisfactory progress. What are the hard- 
est things in this class of pupils to overcome? 2, Lack 
1. Whenever yoh have had a pupil fail to play satis- of talent for tune or tones? 3. Lack of time or rhythmic 
factorijly m public, was the fault unavoidable Btage feeiing? 4, Dislike of hard wcrk? 5. Poor instru- 
fright? 2. Insufficient preparation? 3. Something ment? 6. Piano out of tune? 7. Uncomfortable room— 
.wrong about the piano ? 4. A mixing up of pages ? 6. a8 t00 dark> too cold) or too nois7 by otker occupants ? 
Music falling off the pmno ? 6. Or what have been the 8. shyness and bashfulness? 9. Discouragement from 
cause;- of breaks which you thought might have been a {eel;ng tbat there is no use try ng ? 10. Discouraged 
av01 <! VIII because some other pupil plays e' er sc much better ? 11. 
1 wui „!-i„ , Tool much pressure of school stidies? 12. Too much 1. Yith pupils who are comparatively beginners, do , j ,r. , , 
you have them read the notes to be played by the right ^ciety and social, duties ? 13. Mind too much oA other 
hand, or left hand.first, when both hands are playing at th“jf8 ? U' “d Wl 14 8p°°r’ °r P°°Vn 
once. 2. Do you have them give their first attention to ^ways? 16. No encouragement by parents? 16. 
time values, or to what letters the notes are, or to the Na“? aDy pther Cau8e8 y0U bav( obsf ?ed a"d how you 
fingering ? Or in what order do you have the pupil read W°uld try 40 COrreCt any 0r a11 0 fche above ll8t* 
as to the points named? 3. Do you demand counting XVI. 
aloud at the first readings of apiece? 4. Do you have 1. Do you make any special uBe of the tendency of 
a pupil tell the note names aloud before.playing them? imitation that there is in childre 1? 2. To what subjects 
_ and parts of lesson giving do you make use of imita- 
, T . . -i ’.•■■ ' , tion? 3. Do you make any use of it at the first giving 
* A it D ®Jv8 es80a8 a sginner. do you dejnand 0f a piece or passage, or do you wait until the piece or 
an c ae qua 1 y rom t e very beginning, or do passage can be first played correctly from a mechanical 
you take this subject un after the pupil is able to read _r t a t>i • 4i • v • . , , 
, , , , , I . ,F y , point ot view 7 4. Please give thu subject your best 
and play somewhat, and at about what grade of advance- a e 1 c . . j,, „ . thought and careful writing of pour experience with it 
ment? 2. What are your ways of leading a young pupil in teaching? ' ' I 
to trj ■ to play with a sweet touch ? 3. What illustrations XVII. 
do you use to impress its importance upon the child’s 1. How do you lead pupils to think of music t s some- 
XHL | 
1. In teaching a new piece do yen have the pupil take 
it from the mechanical and technical standpoint, point¬ 
ing out the touch to be used in eat h passage, or db you 
wait for the touch effects until the piece is learned well 
enough to go correct in its right lempo. easily? '2. In 
other words, do you have the pu >il learn the piece as 
notes 'to be played of a certain len ith-combinations and 
with a certain touch from the mechanical standpoint at 
first, pr do you wait till it can be v eil played befoie you 
take up touch, phrasing, and exprsssion?^ 
XIV. 
1. How do you get pupils to think m isic ? 2. To play 
as if! singing with their fingers? 3! To filay music 
To think of music as something I better than mere ear¬ 
pleasing jingle ? 8. Have you found that their interest 
in music study holds any relation to the quality of their 
art ideal, what they think of the wor|th of music ? 4. 
In other words, did the pupil study yith more or less 
interest when he began to consider music as a serious 
and ennobling art instead of a passing pleasure for the 
moment? 6. Has the pupil’s attitude toward music in 
these lines made any difference with toe length of time 
he has taken lessonB ? 
(2b be Continued.) 
HINTS POE THE STUDIO. 
-- I 
BY FREDERICK 8. LAW. 
How to Gain the Greatest Good from Pupil 
Recitals. 
There is an ever present question with progressive 
teachers. The mass recital has its difficulties. A large 
number of pupils cannot be gotten ready to play at one 
set time without considerable trouble: while one is 
learning a piece others aTe wearying of theirs ; often the 
necessary practice for a recital means the temporary 
neglect of studies, exercises^ not immediately connected 
with the end in view: there is a strong disposition on 
the part of some to think their music less attractive 
than that played by others, etc. 
I have found it a good plan to confine a recital to a 
small number of participants, from one to three or four. 
Where vocal pupils are available the programme can be 
divided'between two, one vocal and one instrumental. 
Where this is ,not the case, by a judicious selection of 
compositions, some four-hand playing, the programme 
can be sufficiently varied to avoid much of the monotony 
of a purely instrumental recital. Then, too, few teach¬ 
ers, will have any difficulty in finding a vocalist among 
his friends who will willingly assist on such an occasion 
if desired. Unless the pupil is very far advanced it is 
1 well to arrange for two to share the j programme ; with 
young pupils three or four are better. 
The advantages of such a plan are several. The re- 
ley play a phrase can 
nusijcal thought? 5. 
o Jv TTTU _ a __ £ )? 6. What cl iss of 
?hen| teaching a pupil 
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II. 
.    l  ils t  t i  f si  t s s e¬ 
thing more than a pastime or tn acisomplishment ? 2. 
cital can be arranged with sole reference to the pupils 
concerned; ample time can be allowed for preparation, 
and the student studies with a steadying Bense of respon¬ 
sibility, with an object in view. The ambition is aroused 
to play not merely one piece well, but a number which 
would otherwise be probably neglected in the preBS of 
new work. It gives a concentrated practice in overcom¬ 
ing nervousness in playing before others. . The playing 
of one piece does not go very far in acquiring repose, 
but as this is followed by others the pupil in most cases 
gradually gains confidence,, and this can be greatly-aided 
by judicious selections. Two or three rather difficult 
compositions can be chosen in connection with a number 
of shorter and easier ones, such as pupils often think,it 
beneath their dignity to play for others. We are all 
familiar with the strange preference young players show 
for music beyond their powers of Execution; they ap¬ 
parently think that they make a deeper impression on 
their hearers by stumbling through; a long and difficult 
composition than by playing something shorter and 
easier with ease and fluency. A Strauss waltz—and 
Strauss waltzes are not so dasy either—well played is 
worth far more than a Beethooven Sonata bungled. 
This bringB to mind Liebling’s remark in reference to 
the Sonata Pathhtique as used for exhibition purposes : 
that the only .pathetic feature about it is the manner in 
whichiit is rendered. I know a young girl who will not 
study a piece of less than a certain number of pages ; 
her first step is to count the pages—if these fall below 
the requisite number she refuses to take it, alleging that 
■ her friends will not think anything of her playing unless 
her pieces reach a certain length. 
A specimen programme is as follows:—Sonate in D, 
four hands, Mozart. Songs: “ Dear Heart," Mattei; 
“ Maying,” Rudissdorff. Piano :j " Songs Without 
Words,” Mendelssohn, Nos.' 6, 20,8 and 1. Songs: 
. “Noel,” Adam; “Dandelion,” Chadwick. Piano: 
; “ Evening,” Schytte; “Album Leaf,” Gru'zmacher; 
“ Slumber Song,” Heller. Songs: “ Stars of Heaven,” 
Wekerlin; “Violet, Come Rejoice with Me," MarBton. 
Piano : Silver Spring,” Bendel. “ Pierrette:” Chamin- 
ade. Piano : Mazurka, four hands, Nevin. 
THE ETUDE 
FAULTS IN THE EDITIONS OF CHOPIN'S 
| WORKS. 
BY ROBERT GOLDBEOK. 
The German editions of the woi;ks of Chopin are pro¬ 
bably the best known in the universal musical world, and 
they quite overshadow the original French prints of Es- 
cudier and others. Litolff, Peters, Klinjiworth, and some 
others have become exceedingly popular. These edi¬ 
tions have been prepared with great care by pianists and 
musical authors of distinction, and it seems the more 
remarkable that a number of notable errors should have 
crept into these beautiful compositions and been accepted 
as musically good and correct by many pianists of un¬ 
doubted merit. Some of these errors were original mie- 
prints that| were never corrected by' Chopin himself, 
others the corrections of supposed printers’ faults by 
orthodox musicians who believed Chopin! did not write 
certain very original harmonies, and .undertook to level 
them into; commonplaces. To show how far con¬ 
servatism can go in such matters I may point out, en 
passant, what changes Marmontel, Professeur du Con¬ 
servatoire de Paris, made in the Sonate Path6tiqu6 
by Beethoven, presumably because he thought those 
writings of the great master altogether too bold and 
eccentric. Marmontal published an instructive edi¬ 
tion of the “Path6tiqu6 ” at the time when Meyerbeer 
produced his “Prophet” in Paris, and he, Thalberg, 
and many other artists were quoted by Marmontel as ap¬ 
proving this edition as something unusually fine. But it 
is an absolute certainty that not one of the endorsershad 
seen the manuscript of this edition, for they could not 
have sanctioned the incredible platitudes introduced by 
the Professor. 
In the second measure the e-flat under the chord b- 
natural, d, a-flat(cord of the diminished 7th) musthave 
seemed to him altogether too discordant, and bo he 
simply made it f, thus:-— 
Beethuvei). Marmontel. 
The same thing occurs several times in the first move- 
ment, and each time Monsieur Marmontel makes the same 
correction (?). All throughout the edition there are 
similar changes from theistrong and original—precious 
flashes of genius, foreshadowing mighty musical progress 
—to the insipid. It was in London, England, that a 
pupil brought me a copy of this French edition to study 
the Sonata.l As a curiosity it is worth while hunting it 
up to examine it, and to wonder how a really able pro¬ 
fessor of the Paris Conservatory could ever undertake 
to desecrate a beautiful creation of the greatest composer 
the world has had so far. I mention this circumstance 
particularly to show how alterations might, in course of 
time, steal into the compositions of continually reprinted 
and revised editions of .celebrated compositions. From 
certain reasons Chopin has been more sinned against in 
this respect than any other composer. The chief of these 
is that he excelled in original harmonies (far beyond his 
contemporaries) which often admit of changes without 
becoming musically wrong. In this manner different ver¬ 
sions of details, scattered throughout his.^vorks, sprang 
into existence. Some of these changes proved to possess 
a tenacity of life greater than-that of a cat, which proverb¬ 
ially has nine lives. Finally, our best pianists began to 
adopt them', when one might have thought they could 
not possibly become modern Marmontels. 
As space will forbid to make a systematic expos# of 
every fault that haB acquired squatter right, I may take 
up here or e of the most prominent and^at the same 
time most glaringly unmusical changes among all those I 
shall have space to mention. I shall endeavor in each 
case to explain and prove what I advance, bht I may 
mention that even were I not able to do this I should 
know from tradition what Chopin wrote and what has 
been altered by .others, for I was well acquainted for¬ 
merly, when in Paris, with a number of Chopin’s 
pupils, among whom were the Princess Azartoriska,' 
Gutmann, and Fontana. In this cirole the comppsitions 
of Chopin were well known as he had written .them, and 
taught them to a favored few. .1 lived in this circle for 
four years, and the knpwledge of these beautiful crea¬ 
tions in their original version grew up. with me as 
something coming from deep roots, and to_ihat extent 
became apart of myself. The fault I wanted to speak 
of in the first, instance occurs in the middle part of the 
Fantaisie Impromptu, Op. 66, in the eighth measure, 
counting from the moderato cantabile, marked in common 
time (C). 
--— B— 
The g at star in measure 33 should be tied, i. e., held 
and not played again, in my opinion. The repeated 
notes, in all similar places, should likewise be tied. To 
repeat these notes is decidedly not beautiful and alto- 
getherunnecesaary. Measure 29 is probably not genu¬ 
ine and should be omitted because it makes one bar too 
many. In.No. 7 pf the 12 Etudes, Op. 25, measure 30, 
^counting from the end; the e-minor chord was not written 
by Chopin, but as follows :— 
Chopin wrote g-natural, not g-flat (*), a circumstance 
perfectly familiar to all Chopin pupils and also many 
other pianists. The earlier editions all had g-natural, 
but by some inexplicable accident g-flat crept into the 
later editions and is being thoughtlessly played, even 
•by artists of whom better things could be expected. 
There is nowhere in the workB of Chopin any tendency 
observable to illogical' harmonies of this nature. On. 
the contrary, Chopin was extremely careful to avoid all 
incongruity, all inconsistency of detail. At A we find 
ourselves in the key of a-flat through the modulation of 
the preceding measure indicated by the presence*of the 
g-natural. At B the author leaves the key of a-flat and 
returns to that of d-flat by means of g-flat. By playing 
- g flat at * a fault of composition is committed by antici¬ 
pating the g-flat of the following measure which is to 
effect the return to the key of d flat. 
So much for the £63thetic part- of the case. As to the 
g-natural, as it should be at * and as it was written by 
Chopin, that is merely a part of the chord of the 
Dominant, e-flat, g, b flat, resting upon the keynote 
(tonic), a-flat, forming a well known and often used, 
organ point. In some of tfie latter-day Chopin-editions, 
among these that ot Klindworth, bpth versions of g- 
flat and g natural are given, a very unnecessary inde¬ 
cision. In the Grand Yalse Brilliante, Op. 18, in the 
31st measure counting from the last,-'we often Bee noted 
c-natural instead of c-flat, as it Bhould be. C-natural is 
:• 8 A ® * 8 
possible in this case, but is not beautiful, and Chopin did 
not write it. 
In the a-flat Yalse, Op. 34, No. 1, the several times 
occurring grace note runs are preceded by a mordent 
upon a half note. This is as Chopin wrote it.- Many 
players prolong these niordents into a trill, a pardonable 
alteration, as it adds brilliancy and virtuoso effect to the 
passages. ; , 
In the Nocturne in B, Op. 32, No. 1, in the third meas¬ 
ure (long cadence), counting from the last, the grace 
note arpeggio, both hands in unison, should contain d- 
sharp, not d-natural, as the change from d-sharp into 
d-natural in the two immediately following two chords, 
demands this. 
In the Nocturne in G, Op. 37, No. 2, a curious over¬ 
sight on the part of the author himself oecurB. Play-* 
ing the firat part. With its thirds and sixths, with as much 
animation as the character of the piece may admit, the 
middle part on the second page, if taken at the same 
tempo* would be so slow as to drag on insufferably. It 
has to be played about twice as fast to make it as good 
taste demands, „ - 
There is in this middle part a point in which all edi¬ 
tions agree, and yet I think it is totally wrong, and I do 
not believe that Chopin with his delicate sensibility could 
have meanli it in that way. I refer to the repeated g in 
measure 28, in the right hand. Immediately after in" the 
33d measuie and all throughout the nocturne the same' 
thing occuis. . 
Example. 
la—i 
■Measure 33. 
fratrtj-1 
E-minor is possible, but not according to' the original. 
At the close of the 2d Scheizo. Op. 31, B-flat minor, in 
the ninth measure, counting back from the last, some edi¬ 
tions have c in the bass, instead of d flat, as Chopin has 
written it. D-flat is strong and strikingly original while 
c is something on the order of the Sonate Patb6tiqu6 
and Marmontel—strictly correct, but commonplace. I 
have pointed out to' your readers some of the glaring 
faults in a number Of Chopin’s most popular pieces, 
. enough to show what a boon it would be could a perfectly 
correct edition be. obtained from Chopin’s original 
manuscripts. ' 
MAKE STUDY INTERESTING. 
Teachers should constantly endeavor to keep their 
pupils interested, and, indeed, to make the study of 
music increasingly interesting. There are so many 
ways of accomplishing this that it is difficult to give any 
code of rules which will be equally efficacious to all. 
Scholars differ in tastes and temperament; some are 
always interested in one phase of music study to the 
neglect of an equally important phase, while others must 
of necessity be incited to proper diligence by .accessory 
influences. This is peculiar, to young persons between 
thirteen and seventeen years of age. 
One of the great discouragements to a young person 
is to be obliged to grope in the, dark through misappre¬ 
hension of the subject. This, of course, can be easily 
remedied by the teacher taking more than ordinary 
pains in explaining and demonstrating fo that pupil, by 
example Mjd otherwise, what produces the necessary re¬ 
sults. Itxifemportant to be logical in our reasonings, 
'for the young are thinkers of more'or less capacity; and 
while they do not, as a rule, reason from cause to effect, 
they are disposed to try and calculate'the cause by ana¬ 
lyzing the effect. Their conclusions arc liable to be 
erroneous, unless they are the recipients of careful tui¬ 
tion. 
Then, again, there are so many ways of making music , 
appear attractive. Sentiment is a strong force ; the 
sense of future enjoyment as the reward of what they 
are now doing will be a great incentive to some minds. 
But I think the fact that the tide of sentiment has 
turned musieward, and that no young persbis’B educa¬ 
tion is considered complete without a certain theoretical 
and practical knowledge of music, would be a strong idea 
to impress on the minds of young pupils. 
At any rate, the music teacher who expects to suc¬ 
ceed on a large and popular scale must start out with 
the idea that she has chosen her profession primarily to 
make finished musicians out of her scholars, and as a 
result receive a living compensatipn. 
Parents are getting loath to pay out hard-earned cash 
for the mere sentiment connected with the study of 
music. They want to see the finished product, the 
ripened fruit, the rich persimmon of mastership. And 
they are willing to pay' high for it, as is plainly evi¬ 
denced by the large price per hour, that some master 
teachers receive.—Record. 
—Paderewski says : “ I shall never be able to equal 
Liszt’s admirable tone paintings nor Rubinstein’s mar¬ 
velous wealth of sound. - Liszt’s and Rubinstein s 
playing will neither be Surpassed nor equaled. - In the 
history of piano playing they will be known to posterity 
as the two great geniuses.” • 
J 
I FAILURES, 
What volumes could be written on the subject 
of failures, especially in tlifc matter of music study, 
Heart jbtmis, regrets, disappointments galore, 
seem to Cue the stock-in-trade | of | the average 
music student;, and in the pursuit of the sacred 
calling—we use the word advisedly—perhaps it 
is.as well that it should he so. As one of the 
characters in Henry Arthur Jones’ delightful play, 
"The Middleman,” so expressively states: "Every 
failure I brings you nearer to success,” or as 
another writer puts it, “Failure is the key-note of 
success,” so, one feels justified in accepting what 
at the time seems an irksome reality, as really 
being a means to the desired end. 
Rubinstein held, and held rightly, that the'pur¬ 
suit of j music study, if properly j directed, was a 
pilgrimage fraught with disappointments and 
hardships, which had of necessity, to be endured, 
prior to the entrance to the holy portals of suc¬ 
cess. | 
One cannot emerge from the commonplace into 
the empyrean of blissful notoriety without hard 
and prolonged; labor. The ascentj to Parnassus is 
no “picnic,” but a hard and rocky road full of 
pitfalls and brambles.! Prizes are, few, disappoint¬ 
ments' numerous. A writer has recently stated 
that “out of the six hundred American girls who 
annually go to study in Milan, there may be half 
a doze a who attain a measure of success: the 
others, after spending all they have in ineffectual 
study^and struggles too terrible to be recounted, 
either sink into chorus singers or ; else creep back 
to their homes disheartened arid disgusted, to 
pine in “obscurity the loss of th^ visions of de¬ 
light that, like will o’ tire wisps, had led them 
into qjragmires.” j 
We are not' attempting to disjcourage musical 
students and musical1 aspirants, only re-sounding 
the ncjte of caution, which ft is well to occa¬ 
sionally repeat. Do, not be tp sanguine, too 
ambitious, too hopeful; be sincere, terribly in 
earnest; remember what Carlyle says—it is apr 
plicable to allj classes of workers—“Work, then, 
like a star, unhasting and unresting: it is all 
thou hast to face eternity with,” and, if you have 
the requisite talent and the physical strength— 
there are so many “ifs” in the question of ulti¬ 
mate success j' in matters musical—then, all may 
yet be well, j 
• j —Presto 
MEOHANIOlAL' AIDS FOR PIANO PLAYING. 
j \ BY A. ROMMEL. 
^ The! purpose of this paper is not a discussion of 
the relative merits of these various devices, but 
rather a discussion of-the query: can a machine 
aid us in mastering tile numerous difficulties of 
an instrument, and if so when ought it to be 
taken; up in the stage of development? These 
•. questions are pertinent at the present time in view 
of trip fact that another machine epidemic is 
sweeping thrpugli the pianistic world. 
The first point to settle is to understand, if we 
can, [lie real i cause of the great difficulty in play¬ 
ing an instrument. It needs no argument to prove 
that it is a viery diflicult thing to play the piano 
Well; to play even the simplest little thing “musi¬ 
cally]’ is difficult; all are agreed on that point. 
Where does the difficulty lie? Is it maiVily a phys¬ 
ical or a mental difficulty? A large number of 
the p|iano playing fraternity evidently believe, and 
always have believed, that the difficulty is a 
physical one of the hands, hence the innumerable 
exercises which have been written to overcome 
the ivarious weaknesses of the hand, find finally 
the machine 3 for “developing” the hand. If the 
seat [of the trouble is in the hand, then a machine 
for developing the muscles of hand and arm is 
the proper thing-to use. But the difficulty primar¬ 
ily is a mental one. It is by reason of the unde¬ 
veloped character of the musical faculties within 
the [great majority of piano students that the 
playing of the instrument becomes a matter of 
such' great difficulty as it, is. Music is a lan¬ 
guage, _ but the musical faculty is not exercised 
and |stimulated like the. faculty for speech; hence 
there is no musical ideal within, and it is irra¬ 
tional to expect musical, or, in other, words beau- 
tiful, playing until the mental power to perceive 
musical sentences has been sufficiently developed 
The average beginner ip in regard to music in 
the same pisition as the bg.be in regard to lan¬ 
guage. No one would insist upon a correct pro¬ 
nunciation lere. nor attempt to aid it by means 
of fi mechahical contrivance. Then hoyv'ean the 
flatter be of benefit,in the early stages of piano 
plating? B|eaiity in piano playing,as well ns in 
„ r °' every, other instrument depends first of 
all on a clear perception of the music—one’ must 
be '.able to think it, and to think it beautifully, 
which i means that an ideal of a beautiful tpne 
must exist within the mind. Mechanical flex- 
terity in the manipulation of tl e. instrument, iim 
portant as it is, is only secondary; this will come 
just in the ratio of the developnent c|f the faculty 
within. It will always* be found true that a wk¬ 
wardness of hand and fingers o:: the [student goes 
hand-iii-hand with a weak mu deal | faculty, and 
that this awkwardness can on y be removed by 
supplying a mental ideal. For, what the fingers 
do is only a manifestation of what is going,oil in 
the mind, just as language is only a manifesto£on 
of thought. If the thought is beautiful the lan¬ 
guage will be beautiful and if the thought is not 
beautiful the language cannot possibly be beau¬ 
tiful The same is true in music. If there i,s a 
beautiful musical ideal within, it will manifest 
itself,.jit will come out, and then, and not until 
then, a mechanical contrivance may be an aid 
to a more, rapid development of the means off ex¬ 
pression. Beautiful- thought is generated by con¬ 
tact with good thought, and a musical ideal is 
generated by contact with good music, and not by 
contact with a machine. The average beginner 
has no ideal, he cannot follow music, and as a 
matter of course, he has no conception of a beau¬ 
tiful tone. As. the motion ,of 1 he finger in piano 
playing is radically different from the natural 
motion, it follows as.a natural consequence that 
it can only be gained as the ileal of a beautiful 
tone is developed. But how ei n an, ideal of [tone 
be developed by a machine? Impossible! Aj be¬ 
ginner must gel; his ideal of tone by being in 
contact with tone. When he appreciates what a 
good tone and a welh delivered musical phjrase 
sound like, then he is in a position to analyze the 
museplar movements accompanying it, aujd a 
machine then- may be of use for saving the wear 
and 'tear of the piano. j 
A question which has never been asked and 
which seems very pertinent hpre is: If those ma¬ 
chines are so wonderfully valuable why haw the 
inventors of them not become virtuosi themselves? 
DESCRIPTION OF BEETHOVEN’S PASTORAL 
SONATA. 
BY AMY KAY. 
The first movement is like a calm and lovely 
summer’s day, which passes pleasantly by With¬ 
out any startling event, but which is. enjoyable 
just because the sun shines and the air is balmy. 
It is j a day such as we have hundreds of in the 
course of our' lives, filled up with the home duties 
and eulivened by family talk and laughter, and 
with .nothing special to mark it. 
o 
‘ .1 
■ SECOND MOVEMENT. 
Here the key changes from major to minor, 
and ive feel that a cloud has passed over thle sun, 
and the landscape assumes a sober hueJ The 
cloud does not thicken into a tempest, nor does 
the music become tragic or even sad, but it is 
simply serious and another mood comes over us. 
In ; fhe middle of the minor movement occurs 
an episode in the major key, with a light and 
playful melody. It- is a shepherd boy playing 
uponf his ffiute, as he sits in the' green field watch¬ 
ing jus flock. After he has finished testing this 
little' air, the serious mood in the minor key re¬ 
turns: again and some beautiful variations, are 
woven into the theme. The movement Wlo3es in 
•a quiet and contemplative manner. \ 
, !. THIRD MOVEMENT. 1 - 
Tliis part is a scherzo, and is full of fun and 
drollery. The chords are like imitations of some" 
street musicians, as if plucked from the Strings 
pf their fiddles. It is followed by a shoit trio, 
in which the right hand keeps reiterating a plain¬ 
tive] little melody (a bird song),which is accom¬ 
panied by the left hand in broker) octaves, with 
ever-varying harmonies. This is very difficult to 
Phty. - 
j FOURTH MOVEMENT. 
Tins movement opens in a rollicking styfo, with 
a very decided rhythm in the left hand, and it 
lias: the character of a peasants’ dance, jin the 
middle of it there comes a kudden, diversion, 
and, the music leaves off its droll simplicity and 
brandies out into the more complicated ques¬ 
tions of life. Here it becomes very intrieiite and 
involved, till, with a long, scale down the key¬ 
board in the right hand, the momentous matter 
is dismissed from the mind, or put! off till Another 
day and the droll peasants’ dance strikes up 
again. Towards the end of the Sonata it is in 
octaves in the bass and it seems as if tie peas¬ 
ants were marking the time with tjheir hobnailed 
shoes. The right hand keeps up a rapid accom¬ 
paniment and the little peasant girls are taking 
twice as; many steps as .tjheir clumsy swains are, 
and are! dancing all arbund them, picking up 
their short skirts in front. I 
THINKING SOUND' 
i 
i _ - 
To acquire the habit of thinking musical sounds, 
as one does letters and ; words, is not a difficult 
task; in fact, to one who undertakes it seriously 
there is no difficulty greater than that of learning 
to read : literature. The : usual method of tuition 
which teaches the pupil to regard this, that or 
the. other note as identical with certain positions 
on his instrument, is npt one best calculated to 
make him an efficient and. intelligent reader. He 
never attains to independence in musical thought, 
but must ever refer to ibis instrument before lie 
can form a fairly accurate conception of the musi¬ 
cal story that lies silent on the page before him. 
I have known many professional fnusiciaus who. 
beyond the capacity to grasp the rhythmic outline 
of a composition, could form only the vaguest 
kind of, an idea of what it, as a* whole, would 
sound like. The rise and fall of notes Conveyed 
to them, the idea of a corresponding rise and fall 
of pitch, but that was all. To think of those un¬ 
dulations in their tonal relation one to the other, 
or to the keynote; to trace the motive through 
its evolutions to the accomplishment of its des-: 
tiny in the final cadence was utterly beyond 
their capacity. And yet, as a child mav learn 
to read the alphabet, to form letters into words, 
and' from thence to sentences, and so onlXyjust 
so may the music student learn to combine and 
use the! notes before him. 
Strange as it may appear, the study of reading 
music may be carried on mien tally. By this I mean 
the relations of sounds may be thought out with¬ 
out reference to any system of notation. For 
instance, while sitting here, I think of a melody, 
my mipd traces its flow, and all the paraphernalia 
of the staff and notation appear as the melody 
passes away into time. I realize the clef, time 
and key signatures, bar lines, rhythmic divisions, 
and in;a moment I transfer the thought to paper. 
This effort of thought may appear more difficult 
than tliat. Involved in /recalling, and afterwards 
transcribing, a stanza, but in reality it is not so. 
People j in general are accustomed to the trans¬ 
feral of their ordinary thoughts to paper and 
by constant practice the labor of transmittal 
from Ip'ain to paper is. minimized so greatly as 
to “.appear almost automatic in performance. 
Whateyer of laborious effort appears in the pro¬ 
cess of writing music is the result of want of 
practice and not that the same; is really or in 
trinsically more difficult thaln the former or de¬ 
mands: any greater mental of manual effort. The 
mind ia here master and directs the operations of 
the hand; and both gain facility from the prac¬ 
tice which comes of thinking music. 
| j : —Dominant. 
' HOW WE HAVE PROGRESSED. 
: ’ . I. . 
Music has been a sort of religion to me all my 
life; and if ever in my closing days I can be proud 
of anything, it will be that I haye during my long 
life always endeavored . to seiwe the cause of 
musics and to serve it well, j Music has influences 
beyond those of any other! art. I’do not think 
that by the sight of of an adjinirable picture, or an 
admirable piece of statuary, crowds of people 
will ever be so moved as by the strains of music. 
It has a great softening influence upon the large 
mass [of the people. The forty years I have spent 
in England have been much more interesting 
.to me than if I had spent them anywhere else, 
because certainly the same progress has not been 
made in any other country as in England. 
I —Sir Charles Halle. 
—What is Baid to be the [original manuscript of 
“ Home, Sweet Home ” was buried in the grave with 
Miss Harry Harden, of Athens, Ga. She was John 
Howard Payne’s sweetheart put rejected his offer of 
marriage on account of her farther a objection. Payne 
corresponded regularly with her, [Bending her, among 
other! things, the original manuscript of this famous 
poemdnterlined with protestations ,of love. After Miss 
Harden was separated frapi Payne, she never appeared 
in society, but shut herself isi the old family mansion, 
seeing no one but a few members of the little church to 
which she belonged. \ 
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THE STUDY OF MUSICAL 0r|tI0ISM. 
BY LOUIS 0. EL80N. 
In recent days some of the American colleges have 
added a department of journalism to their literary 
curriculum, and in at least one great University musi¬ 
cal journalism has formed one of the branches of this 
important course. While it must be admitted that the 
chief points of journalism can only be learned in the 
newspaper office1, it may be conceded that the educa¬ 
tional step is in a practical direction. The proverb that 
“fools ruth in where angels scarce dare tread” has 
probably its. chief exemplification in musical criticism, 
and it may not be amiss, therefore, to schedule a few of 
the qualifications and studies necessary to the properly- 
equipped musical critic. 
The careless reader frequently imagines that musical 
criticism is hut a| record of personal impressions ; these 
should undoubtedly form a part of the review, but the 
general tre nd ofj a critique will properly be dictated by 
something more tangible than mere impressions. 
The criti j must needs be a keen analyst of musical form, 
and his me st earnest work muBt be directed toward the 
compreher sion of both.'-the homophonic and contra¬ 
puntal for: ns that have been evolved in music. Yet, 
after these have been well digested; he must be.cautious 
about applying this yardstick as a measurement in each 
and every! instance. Because the classical forms in 
fugue and [sonata are almost perfect for their purpose, 
it is not nefcessary to suppose that they preclude other 
forms or even the modern free treatment. This know¬ 
ledge of form is apt to become a stumbling-block instead 
of a help, if the critic is disposed to be a martinet. It 
was this preponderance of a single idea that led one of 
the English critics to call Schubert’s glorious symphony 
in C “a cobbler’s patch,” and which caused so many 
musical reviewers to become the rear-guard in the re 
cognition of the mighty powers of Wagner. There is no 
law of musical form or of harmonic progression that is 
immutable^. 
In the judgment of the emotional side of music edu¬ 
cation4 is not likely to be of much assistance, yet the 
reviewer is to remember that the highest expression of 
music is that in which the intellectual, which can be 
definitely Studied, is combined with the emotional, which 
eludes study. Wagner’s »“ Die Meistersinger ” may pos¬ 
sess a rich] glow of emotion, but its figure treatment is 
none the less tangible and to be followed; Beethoven’s 
“ Fifth Symphony ” may, in its first movement, give alb 
the changes of emotion of a romance, but the evolution of 
its chief figure (the first four notes), the contrast and 
struggle between the chief theme and the subordinate 
subject, the symmetry of the return of themes, and the 
working-up of a climax in the coda can be as clearly 
explained as a,mathematical problem. 
The critic must study instrumentation, for the com¬ 
poser’s toae-colors are as important as the colors of the 
painter, and just as there are certain impressionists 
among the modern artists who make more of color than 
of drawing, there are many modern composers who care 
much more for instrumental effects than for a strict ob¬ 
servance of form, and the reviewer must be able to strike 
a balance and find if the skill displayed in the former is 
sufficient to atone for the absence of the latter. 
The critic mUBt study musical history, for the influence 
of one epoch upon another is not to be passed over su¬ 
perficially, and; sometimes a composer gives his allegi¬ 
ance' to spme other era than the present. 
Some parts of Parker’s great “ Hora Novissima,” 
for exam] >le, will be best understood by the critic who 
has studied the [epoch of Palestrina. 
The critic must achieve a practical acquaintance with 
the mkstejrpieces of each epoch from the old Flemish 
school dc wn to; the dissonances of Richard Strauss or 
Bruckner, and as he sees the tremendous points of differ¬ 
ence between all of these, the many varying directions 
whichl ar| has taken, he will be less confideht in con. 
demningljwhen a new and hitherto unheard-of style of 
composition is brought to his notice. 
, The1 critic will have, perhaps, his hardest task in refus- 
ing to yield to the public demand for sensational writing: i 
it may be accepted as a melancholy fact that many of i 
. _ £ 3B T.TTIDTC. 
*he public enjoy the criticism best which finds the most 
faults,, and the unthinking have a temporary reverence 
for the party who states that there are defects (too often 
without aiy specification of them) where others have 
> 8fen ^eautr- Tourguenjef in one of his happiest 
’ “Me sketches pictures the fool, annoyed by the lack of 
. attention given to him by the world; suddenly achieving 
, a great re] mtation for acumen by finding fault with every 
1 WOr:“,°j art which others praised. Such a reputation is 
' edifice builtj upon a quicksand: the aBs’s ears will 
be seen protruding through the lion’s skin before he 
i ends his career. . . <* 
Perhaps the question of standpoint will be one of the 
most difficult confronting the young critic ; one may not 
■ judge of every .composition as if it were written by a Beet- 
hoven, cjr of every pianist as .‘if he. were required to be 
a Rubinstein. Perhaps the questions which the reviewer 
should ask himsplf in doubtful cases would be summed 
up in— “ How much has been attempted?”—“How 
much have the public been led to expect?”—“How 
much of t iis has been achieved ? ” 
At the end of it all the personal equation will enter, 
guard against it as we may ; the sentimental critic will 
vibraffi tc Choflin and will not respond to Bach, and 
with the intellectual one (with a pedantic streak in his 
make up) the reverse will be the case ; a poor dinner or 
a night’s sleeplessness will cause the'glory of a noble 
work or a great performance to become perceptibly 
dimmed, and may lead the skeptic to ask—“ Does criti¬ 
cism really criticise? ” The true answer to this would 
be that criticism (not mere impression) is a definite 
science ;. it is not infallible, but is none the less a suffi¬ 
ciently rejiable guide, whose function is to lead on the 
public to appreciation of the truest and best in art; it 
can- point out beauties and merits which otherwise would 
pass unnoticed by the average auditor; it has a rational 
and logical raison d'etre j and in its ideal state it will 
become.neither a succession of unexplained rhapso¬ 
dies, nor descend into being merely the art of fault-find¬ 
ing. 
AN INTERVIEW WITH A PIANIST. 
M. Henri Falcke, the Paris pianist, is o,ne of those 
players cif whose performance scarcely any one writes 
without ^peaking of his delicacy of touch. As pupils of 
his who [have not been blessed in this way by nature 
have been known to acquire the magic qdality, his man¬ 
ner of proceeding with such must be of interest. 
111 am not a fatalist as to touch,” says M. Falcke. 
“ 1 do not say with a great many; ‘ Oh! well, touch is 
born, not made^ so that Betties it.’ Some are born, I 
know,with this justness of expression by the fingers, 
which does not mean either strength or weakness; but a 
close physical connection with sentiment of the mind, 
which may be called a sentiment of the fingers. With 
some this can be cultivated, partly by mental, partly by 
physical processes with others cultivation may be more 
or less perfect, so aB to reduce extremely disagreeable 
. playing to that which is extremely agreeable. In any 
case there is no excuse for leaving a pupil in a state of 
nature just because he was born so. 
“ Touch is to the fingers what quality is to the-voice ; 
but reflect how few singers are artists on. native quality. 
There is much more that is artificial than natural in art, 
as in the development of taste or manner. How many 
gauche girls may be made gracious ■ and charming, how 
many brutal natures refined and discriminating, through 
judicious and persistent training! 
“All work with the hand must be individual. No 
two persons’ Rands are alike, any more than two leaves 
on a tree ; it. is impossible. The study from the start 
must be in line with hand conformation. .What will do 
for a wide hand will not do for a slim one., The hand 
that is thick.through will not respond to the course for a 
thin, transparent web. Two sorts o’f hands are the'most 
difficult—one that is long and narrow and bony, like lead 
pencils bound together tightly at the knuckles; the 
other a thick, flat, solid one, with square finger points 
and an expression .that, even if it has never done any- i 
thing, looks as if it had been always pushing whe^lbar- i 
rowB. There is'a fat hand with small finger points that i 
and a hand does not have to look like wax, according 
to the novelists, to be a piano hand. g 
“lam convinced that the wrist has' more to do with 
puiffic tha? i8 realiZGd by P1^, teachers, or the 
pr. °fJthe Agreeable sound that is called inde- 
^cnbaMe and unchangeable is the result of playing from 
e effiow. Till the wrist is perfectly free, both ways, 
nothing can be done toward touch. The side motion of 
the wrist is absolutely indispensable to a caressing 
tone A stiff wrist means hard,tone; only blows of 
sound are made. i 
‘ Then, too, tone does not depend on elevation of ithe 
ngers, but on the thought that lies between the finLer 
points and the keys at the time of contact. Fingers 
may be raised a yard high, yet home down upon an Ab¬ 
ject with the lightness of a feather. 'This may be illfis¬ 
trated upon the piano wood or upon the hand of the 
pupil that force is in intention. 
Pupils.learn too much and hear too little. Mind is 
busy with notes, nerves with fear, muscles are stiffened to 
make time as those of a horse to make a jump ; ihe 
whole intention is hypnotized by bars and lines and 
imagination is paralyzed. Pupils play arid do not listen- 
everything is hard and dry and false. | 
‘ ‘ Instead they-should breathe as they play. See,' here 
are regular commas-and semicolons and even exclama¬ 
tion points through these exercises. Punctuation, phras¬ 
ing, meaning are allied—anything that will make n^tes 
and bars snbservieffi, anything that will make the eyes 
look in, not out. r 
“ Will you think it strange if I say to yon that Sajrah 
Bernhardt has been my best piano professor ? 
Her diction, her declamation, her tranquillity, her 
freedom of thought in uttering lines were a revelation to 
me in musical expression. I learned what phrasing 
meant in 1 Cleopatra,’ and lost sight of bars and notes in 
‘ Fedora’ and ‘ Gismonda.’ j 
“ Much irregularity and feebleness of touch come from 
a habit pupils have of pressing the keys but part way 
down, with the idea of making a light tone. The keys 
must be pressed quite to the bottom, and the tone mfide ' 
to depend on the force, or sentiment of force rather.! 
“ To show the importance of thought, fancy, imagina¬ 
tion in piano playing is the most difficult part of the 
work. The choice of pieces that shall, have little 
thought and little technic and much melody, with dis¬ 
tinct lines of sound and color, is difficult. To keep 
down pride in technic at the Bame time that perfection 
in technic is being developed is difficult. There comes 
a time when the pupil’s pride in technic is maddening 
to the musician teacher. His hands have become so 
free, so able, so supple; he is so much master of note 
tangles, he is possessed to do, to show, to go, and he 
plays with anvil rhythm. 
“The haste of American pupils and their misconcep-. 
tion of educational lines are very hampering to jthe 
foreign teacher. They many times come to have: so 
many lessons, just to put pn finishing touches. They 
look for a coat of varnish in art, or rather in success, for 
that is what many seek. They go the minute the first 
dawn of progress is made. They give a, teacher no 
chance to use his plan of teaching, which is tariety itself, 
and infinite.”—Musical Courier. 
The lateBt story about De Pachmann is that, seeing 
an advertisement in the newspapers to the effect that a 
lady would give first-class piano lessons for twefaty- ive 
cents, he went to her and took a lesson. It nffist.hyve 
been a fnnny sight to see the little man wittvfiigned 
stiff fingers learning a Chopin valse. “ Yon have bsen 
taught very, badly,” said the teacher severely, “I 
know it,” said De Pachmann, meekly, “ but .1 began 
too late in the day.” Then he paid his twenty-ive 
cents and handed the lady his card. The name nay 
have meant nothing to her, after all. 
can make a delicious touch when guided by a tender soul; composer 
Verdi _has gone Jo Milan to inspect the retreat for 
aged musicians^, which is being erected at his expense 
near the Porta ^Magenta. It will cost $100,000. The 
architect is Camillo Boito, brother of the poet and 
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tation, while his compositions for stringed instruments, 
although not many, are distinguished by miusicianly treat¬ 
ment ini the , development of the themejB, elegancd of 
v< 
kowsky’s1 “ Serenade; ” Josefify’B Op. |23 ; Gottschalk, 
Op. 2 ; Warren’s “ Tam O’Shantei; ” Lysfcerg, Op. 84 ; 
T.iontk Wnwnnw^a ^ .Qninnimv flAntr V anil Liszt's “ Wn'- 
style, and originality. W. Malmenk. 
Liszt- ag er’s “Spin ing So g a d 
desrauchen ” or “Galop Chromatique; 
mtlior a nor/1nnnV\lo nroaVnoOD tnonl Cl 171 rfr 
brit that is 
rather a pardo able weakness thanj a virtue, for the spirit 
OPINIONS OP PROMINENT MUSICIANS. ’ of last ten or twenty.years oujght to be taken into 
(Continued from, last issue.) p consideration; in other words, thjie teacher should be 
- ■ \ I 1 progressive even in pieces chosen |for instruction only. 
1. “ What ten pieces, outside of the classics, of yari- 2. The piano “ reflects” many instruments besides 
ous grades of difficulty, do you use mosj, in your teach- the human voice. When playing a melody we imagine 
ing?” The younger teachers will be gl^d to know [just it sung by some fine voice, or playejd perhaps by a violin, 
what the best teachers are using, and any short comment a flute, or a violoncello. Performing a march, we fancy 
you may make on these pieces, we knowi, will be accept- to hear the horns and drums. 11 a serenade or a boat 
able to them. 1 I song illusion will convey to ub the sounds of a guitar or 
2. “ (prive a few of your favored ^lustrations used in a mandolin. To help this our imagination we try to 
teaching.” By this is meant what means are used to imitate the peculiar quality of tone of the human 
deepen the impression on the mind of the pupil fjor a voice or: of those instruments ss closely as possible, 
better touch, a smoother scale, arid for reading with This we can only do by acquiring the different kinds of 
more accuracy. S ! touch, from the legatissimo to the staccatissimo. There 
3. “What effect does the raising of the price'of tuition are, besides, several effectB possible, peculiar only to the 
have on the number of your pupils' and on the annual piano, all of which require a skil ful application of fin- 
income?” j i 1 gers andhands and also of pedal^. I 
- j, As all florid passages on any instrument are made up 
From F R Webb ii- or con8tructe<I °f innumerable modifications of the 
' ■' ' i| j scale and the chord, it is evident that all brilliancy in ; 
) “1. I will state thatit is difficult to designate whatl use piano playing depends mainly on the technical mastery 
r most iii my teaching, but after making|a liBt of my favor- 0f the many forms of the scale and the chord, 
i ite teaching pieces I have revised the,'list carefully and By << good reading ” is understood not only the cor- 
• present the following ten pieces—not as the best or as . rgct rendering of the notes at first Bigtit,’ but also a pretty 
- used the nwst, but I think they will jperhaps be found close observance of all the signs) of expression, so as to 
3 the most Serviceable, all-round pieces for teaching gain a correct idea of the piece iin question before study- 
, pieces of. anvjthat I use. I have forind it very difficult jng jt. T0 be able to read well! depends almost exclu- 
• to restrict mjjBelf to ten pieces, and fhave been greatly sively on the habit of slow aid thoughtful practice. 
- tempted to/extend my list;, as I finjd it hard to I omit Velocity comes by itself—it caniot bei forced—and those 
NICOLAI VON W1LM. 
NI00EAI YON WILM. 
Among the host of composers, especially for piano
music, whose Yorks - are juBtly prized, none is better 
known in Eurbpe and this country than Nicolai von
Wilm. Born at Riga, Russia, March 4. 1834, he mani-, 
fested musical talent at an1, early age, receiving instruc¬
tion from the peat of teachers. In l£i5! be waB sent to
Leipsic, where he entered as a pupil thej Conservatorinm,
which had become Celebrated through Mendelssohn.
Here he stayed till 1866, applying himself most dili¬
gently to the -various studies of the pianoforte depart¬ 
ment as well as theory and composition. That his talent 
and proficiency were duly appreciatedrmay be gathered 
From F. R. ebb, t 
■ I. 1 
i  i i lt t    
n-  
pieces) whiqffAre as good if not better than those in my 
list, and have only done so because I feel positive that 
some one else will Burely mention them and thereby jbring 
from the fact that upon returning to his native city he' them before the class of Etude readers you desire to 
was engaged qs assistant1 musical director at the Stadt benefit. J| | 
Theatre in 186?. His reputation soon spread, and he was The pieces, although of various degrees of difficulty, 
appointed in 1860 professor of the piano and theory at are not graded, and very difficult as well as very easy 
the Nikolai Institute at St.Petersburg. Here he labored pieces are omitted from the list. | 
most successfully fbr fifteen years, being often heard as I have also omitted pieces of my own composition, 
solo pianist, j Dresden became next the center of his The list is as follows : “ The Lonely Month of May,” 
artistic activity, where he soon iriade many friends, not Merkel; “PolishDance,” Thome); “By theBrookside,” 
only by his genial nature) and virtuosity as a performer, Tours; “2me Valse,” Durand; ‘j Bubbling Spring,” 
but also by thAorigmality of his compositions, which had RivAKing; “By Moonlight,” Bendel; “Harp 2Eq- 
gradually become popular favorites not only with lienne,” Kruger; “ Concert Polonaise in E,”, Bohm; 
teachers but also in the concert room. In 1878 Wilm “ LaiLisonjera,” Chaminade ; “Ehmmehoi^GaLrow,” 
settled in Weimar, where he has remained ever since, de- Rubinstein. IL / 
voting his time to teaching and composing. 2. With your permission I will, at some time in the' 
Although Nicolai von|Wilm is a horn Russian, yettall near future, make a separate article on thiB subject, 
his large number of compositions, especially those for 3. I have been so many years connected with, school 
the piano, m^ty be designated as belonging to the German work!, where the price of tuition ip regulated (b Borne 
school, apprjTSPhing Schumann’s style and yet exhibit- pne pise, that I do not feel competent to expr ess an 
ing a distinct individuality of his own. All his piano opinion on this subject. However, some wears ago, 
compositions bear the impress of a jovial and happy when working in another field of labor, I had occasion 
temperament; j -a’ natural flow of harmony, no seeking’ to try the experiment, and the result was not unsatisfac- 
for astounding effects, these are the characteristic toryl ' 1 - | 
features of hill his works, especially/the duets for piano. I lost some pupils in the change, but I found that 
The ideal model of the; dance forin Beems to have exer- while I had a little less work for awhile, mv income 
who arp in a hurry to play a piepe regardless of correct¬ 
ness, regardless of legato, stacpato, crescendo, and di-. 
minuendo signs, with the good intention to attend to these 
“ trifles” when studying, will never become good readers 
nor even good players. Therefore, pieces composed in 
a polyphonic style, such as suites and fugues, are, best 
adapted to train good readers, as they force the student 
to play'slowly and watch all the parts constantly. 
3. If the raising of the price is considered as the only 
remedy for “too much work and tpo little pay,” the 
effect wrill be all that can be reasonably expected. . 
If the price is raised because the reward is inadequate 
to the work the result is extremely doubtful. Teachers 
who are brilliant performers and who are able to give 
public recitals (aided by their pupils) may judge by the 
degree of appreciation on the part of the audience and lj lji j , U i ; Aa enoi A^st , ... t r, .,1 ,, - | . J ’ ’ i. • 1 by the criticism of the press whether they may augur a 
Rubinstein. )-■ C successful competition with their peers. Social evolu- 
'^>tion has in the last ten years made I such rapid strides 
l is . that the difference in sex doeY not any more influence 
3^. I a e ee  so a  ears c ecte  u|i (school the price paid for first class tujition. | 
s l v som ~~ 
i , l ces THE PIANO ffUISANOE, 
j t. W B , , . ■ -1 ;Y“1 L, ' 
i l , i . S«MB ago an “Anh Pane Wue ” was formed 
! . b . ' . „ in Vienna, the object of which was the suppression of 
to try the experi ent, and the result as not unsatisfac- the so-called “ piano epidemic ” or “piano plague.” 
tory: ' j ' A mass meeting was called in the Blumensaal,.and the 
company consisted of about one thousand gentlemen 
il l cj , ' y .'inc moviilg the best society A well known banker was 
, ' . J chosen chairman. Ihe first speaker, a respected mer* 
was|about the same, and m the end, as mj neyr price chant, condemned the visitation called piano, and ciBec. a speciaL influence upon him; of these we have as, about the sa e, arid in the rind, as y nejf price 
beautiful specimens of the saraband, courante, gavotte, became established (and the old or e forgotten, perhaps), - 
and lsendler in Op. 33. In these we recognize Bach, my class assumed its wonted proportions while my. in- 
Handel, nay, even Strauss, but they are discoursed in a come was better. I should consider the experiment 
masterly a|nd original Wilm style. j a rather hazardous one to attempt)in a small place, and 
What delicious melody and tone effects do not rivet feel inclined to advise young teachers contemplating a 
our attention in the Wallzer-suite, Op. 90, for four handed raise in rates to remove to some other town and pub the 
Here the contrasts ofiromantic and tender expression new rate in effect in the new location, 
mingle most happily 1 with the bold and passionate 
passages. j • ’ , I 
Asa tope-poet von Wilm is most happy in delineating t From E. Von Adelung. j 
whatever the title of a piece indicates ; this is especially 1. Iam loth to answer it. Firstly, I do nit know 
noficeable in the duet,j“ DasMaerchen von der sctcenen whether you extend your “ classibs.” only fromjBach to 
Mageloner (“The Legend of the Beautiful MSgelone”), Beethoven or further on to Chopin) Rubinstein, Grieg, St. 
Opj The emotional tone-language depicts the story, Saens, arid kindred. Secondly, I opine that no teacher 
whicn is related in an introductory notice, and the sweet should be tied to “ standard ” pieces, but should select 
fragrance-pf the rPmance pervades the whole composi- 
tion. . ' 
Equally) successful Isj the composer, in his easier works, 
to Yfiich belong Op. 24, Op. 102, etc. 
His vocal composition's for solo voices as well as 
the best from the best, .being entirely guided byihis judg¬ 
ment aB to the solidity and beauty of the composition as 
well as its particular value in a particular case. Of 
course, many teachers like to “ stick ” to works jthat they 
Some years ago an “Anti P: ano League ” was formed 
 
t - alled  i i ic pr i l .’’ 
J .t
 
ovirjg in the best society.  ell-kno n banker as 
Th ¬
t, t isit ti ll i ,  
thundered in the strongest terms against the innocent 
instrument. A professor at one of the academies found 
considerable to say against it^ and finally a resolution was 
read by which all members of the lleagud bound them¬ 
selves to use their best efforts to battle against the epi¬ 
demic. Before a vote was taken the editor of a favor¬ 
ite paper arose and Bpoke to this effect : “Before we 
vote upon the resolution, I would request that, all not 
owning a piano rise.” Forty-nine of those present 
aroBei, and more than nine hundred remained seated. 
Smilingly the editor looked around^, and, having counted 
those without a piano, continued as follows 
“Next, I would recommend the following clause to 
the resolution: ‘In proof of our good faith in battling 
against the piano, and to show that we are sincere, we 
hereby bind ourselves to sell'the pianos nowin our 
possession within eight dayB to some second-hand 
dealer, or other person not a member.of the league, for 
whatever price may be obtained, and we declare on the 
words of gentlemen that w'e will induce others to join 
the league and to agree to this obligation.’ ” The effect 
of this short speech can be imagined. Only three of 
the owners of pianos werel willing to fulfill this obliga¬ 
tion^ while the others would not join the league on 
chfruseshVeXXed^n Tl ^ ™t7'Uk ’ ^ ^ =s ‘^o chouses have also gained von Wilm an enviable repu- - Op. 101; Kullal^ Op. 62; Duponj, Op. 37, No.1 1; Mos- mained victorious. 
Do I 
Bach. 
p|an have we in view in making it obligatojry with our 
pupils, or even the less advanced ones, to aIvano 
play B 
B 
ed 
THE ETTJ3DE 
I1Y EMIL LIHBL1NG. 
mach Bach? Yes, a great deal. WJe all teach 
But what; .'0 we teach it for, and what definite 
ach we 
technic 
a dext 
■while l 
ortsid^ 
learns 
acn ? The answer is very simple. [In- playing 
develop in the first place a great dekl of finger 
i besides ithis, we enable the pupil do cultivate 
ri -7 or faculty of doing one thing with one hand 
[he other is doing a totally different (thing; but 
of these simply technical advantage 
to follow the thematic development 
through ill the [voices. Any student whq 
tl trough c systematic course of Bach is on a 
basis than those who have not done so. Ba 
portaq 
you k 
made 
ip the pupil 
of a theme 
has gone 
more solid 
! _jh is such a 
master of form that it may be considered iii good form 
to play his works. The coinpositions of I Bach may 
c early be divided into three classes. There were nO 
music stores in those days, and I have no doubt that he 
wrote a great many pieces because it was an easier way 
o. finding something for Philip Friedeman or the other 
sons and pupils to practice, to write a newlone than to 
cippy an cid one. j In this way a great num’Jer of unim- 
•t conapositipns were produced. Now, of course, 
now here -jvas this old man who probably never 
more than [two hundred dollars a year in his 
palmiest days. He had a lot of people arou nd him like 
Forkel, Eiust, etc.; these people either lived with him 
(or on him) or near by. I am perfectly sure that when 
h; went on his periodical concert trips he took all of 
tl em with him ; they walked right aloDg. Then here’s 
another point. He wrote so much that I think it is 
safe to as sume that a great many of the mir or composi¬ 
tions were carried but by them after ho gave them the 
idea and suggested1 the development. No doubt of it. 
They acted as his amanuenses. 
No man gets away from his surroundings 
I think that Bach was a tremendous rei 
everythin,; that had happened before him. 
liisednt and then he added to that a tremend 
of self concentration. 
Wej mrst notice the fitness of everything that Bach 
wrote in this way ; that when he wrote an invention in 
two voices you feel that, it could riot have been done as 
well in three voices, and when he .composed that re¬ 
markable fugue im G major, No. 16.in the “ Well-Tem¬ 
pered Okyier,” you know very well that there was no 
rcomfor .he fourth part; and hdre is another feature 
about Bach’s work, and that is when he has developed 
a theme there is nothing more to be said about it, and 
tl e same mastery pervades his simplest SEiyings. You 
takp jthe peventh [three-part Bach “Invention;” it is 
absolutely a marvel of contrapuntal skill. 
Now you would not suppose that you and I who 
teach would confine ourselves to teaching one thing if 
tl.erej was something else that , we could branch off on ; 
b it here is something unique in the history of music, 
a id that is that although these works were written from 
one hundred and| fifty to one hundred and fifty-seven 
y jars ago, there has been nothing written that answers 
the same purpose, or fills their place. iWe can find a 
substitute for Beethoven Sonatas or Mendelssohn's 
“ Songs Without (Words ; ” if we get tirec of Mendels¬ 
sohn’s. “ Songs Without Words,” we give a Field Noc¬ 
turne ; if we get sick of a Field Nocturne, we give some¬ 
thing else ; but we cannot find anything to ;ake the place 
of the Bt ch “ Inventions.” i' 
And here is another point, which is. that Bach showed 
0 progressive development in his career, so to speak. 
or his time, 
septacle for 
He crystal- 
ouB amount 
the Loure. The Passepied from the fifth 
in E min 
its way. 
he isami mastery is in the two-part inventions as in the 
reat G ninor fugue,—the same ease of handling the 
laterial. One thing all the time, only in an endless 
Bach idealized the old dance forms ;—he 
ge
m
ariety 
saved the) 
A 
this 
W'ell-T 
lude. in 
m from oblivion,—^the Gavotte, the Allemande, 
or, with jits middle part in E rnsjor, is a gem in 
■ | . - ■ * 
grea|; many pjeople say that Bach has no sentiment; 
quality abounds in the A flat minor prelride of the 
English Suite 
emperedj 
P sharp 
Clavichord,” likewise tine fourth pre 
minor, and the 22d prel ude, in B flat 
minor. , The latter is, I think, a most beautiful example 
of four:part writing; the way in .which he Bpreads the 
four parts and then contractB-them again is simply perfect. 
-I a“ perfectly sure that whenever Bach thought of a 
theme it at once suggested itself to him as to its"possi¬ 
bilities. For instance, I do not believe he would have 
ever developed an invention theme into a fugue, or vice 
versa. Another thing, I think Bach wub typical Ger¬ 
man in this,—that he kept doing just one thing all his 
life. He never tried to imitate ; never tried to branch 
out; he waB impervious to his surroundings; he was 
not affected by anything. , He simply ground out those 
fugues, suites, and partitas one after another, and I 
suspect him strongly of- having a dozen or so in the 
process of writing and working at them simultaneously ; 
and he could not-have done this had there been any in¬ 
spiration about the work. 
Playing Bach without phrasing is exactly like cooking 
everything with one gravy. Whatever phras^ig you 
choose, it must have a logical background. That is, you 
must have a reason for your own phrasing, you must 
carry it out consistently in all of its ramifications, in all 
versions of the theme, whether the theme is inverted or 
transposed or reproduced in its original shape or not. 
Then again, there are little episodes' that we find scat¬ 
tered through everything that Bach has written, where 
all of a sudden he stops his purely mechanical work and 
for a few measures seems to relapse into an improvisa¬ 
tion, after which he resumes the mechanical periods. 
Nothing could be more poetic, for instance, than the 
little adagio which precedes the last four measures of 
the Second Prelude of the “ Well-Tempered Clavichord,” 
and especially the ending of the fugue of the same 
number. 
Of course, Bach’s pivot was the organ,and the largest' 
piano works seem puerile by the side of such works as 
his Passacaglia in C minor. The chromatic Fantasie as. 
such is a very tremendous thing. Most beautiful are. 
the sixteen measures ending the. Fantasie, where- he 
gradually drops down by’a series of diminished chords 
with one stationary organ note to a most impressive 
ending The Fugue in F is olnrost always misinter- 
preted. To me it is a very simple three-part fugue of 
poetic intent, and the trouble with the chromatic fugue 
is that it simply reproduces whole periods in another 
key without introducing new matter. However, there is 
quite a creditable development at the end in the way of 
a climax; wholly reprehensible, however, is the doub¬ 
ling of the part at -the end of this fugue introduced by 
Biilow in his otherwise irreproachable edition. 
A series of works by Bach which are seldom played- 
and still more seldom heard, but Btand on a par With his 
English suites, are ,the,six Partitas ; and another work 
that ranks with the best is his Toccata in D minor for 
piano, the! fourth in the Peters edition of “the four 
toccatas. There are three of the most playful fugues in 
it imaginable. The ending of the prelude of the first 
Partita in B flat major has been utilized by Gounod in 
his “ Faust ” to great advantage. ‘ s 
Then there is a third class of pieces which Bach 
wrote because he could not help it. Having a musical 
idea he began to compose. Being in an unusual mood 
the piece spun itself out entirely different from the 
course of the others, and in this way he wrote a great 
deal better than he himself knew—-wrote for posterity, 
as one might say. In this class I put the Chromatic 
Fantasia and Fugue, the , great C minor Fantasia and 
Fugue for organ, the Chaconne for violin, and the triple 
Concerto in D minor for pianos and orchestra. Now 
then I say of everybody that there is a certain ability 
which actB like a drive wheel. You take Wagner and his 
“ Trilogy,” or any great movement that the world ever 
benefited by; I think a man's ability carries with it a 
certain amount of work that will bring it out.( For in¬ 
stance, if you have certain convictions on ceytlsun sub¬ 
jects you will not reBt until you have your say in public. 
—Music. 
—A piano teacher Baid recently: “The question is, 
How are we to educate the piano students so that they 
may interpret for themselves the great works of tHri 
master ? ’ ’ Simply by properly educating the teachers.^1 
Musical Weekly. 
SHOULD MUSIO TEAOHERB BE PERFORMERS ? 
hY HARVEY LEWIS WICKHAM, L. MUS. L. C. M. 
I* IB only of recent years that the question indicated 
by the above title has had existence. Formerly, a ner- 
► 8011 Wlahlng t0 acquire skill - in any craft went to the 
greatest virtuoso in that specialty within reach, which 
l believe, is the custom in other arts to thiB day. 
Among musicians, however, it was discovered tffitt 
those,most noted for their own performances were not 
always the ones most successful in instrnc’ing others 
and hence arose the idea that teaching and playing were 
separate and-distihet callings. 
That this idea is based upon a truth is not to be 
doubted, for the executant often fails as an instructor 
from various causes. His own playing may be superfi- 
cial, though to a degree noticeable onl’y to experts; yet 
the defect will be communicated to his pupils and mag¬ 
nified to a deformity. Or, possibly, he lacks original¬ 
ity and repea's with parrot-like persistence the leesons 
taught by his master. Or, perhaps, he is morally unfit 
tor the position of pedagogue, and deficient in that vain-' 
able quality known as personal magnetism, which excites 
interest and provokes enthusiasm. 
But because the virtuoso sometimes falls short of the 
ideal as a teacher, without' materially affecting his-stand¬ 
ing in his own profeBsiofi, it does not follow that the 
teacher -may neglect technical accomplishments without 
impairing his usefulness. 
The finished interpretation of a noble work of art is 
not only the most legitimate, but the most effectual mode" 
of advertising which a musician can select. It gives 
irrefutable proof of the possession of a high order of tal¬ 
ent, and will be received as evidence that one hasRim- 
self traveled the road along which he professes to act as 
a guide. 
The practice hour Bhonld be jealously guarded,(par¬ 
ticularly by young teachers. Being so much in the com¬ 
pany of artistic dependents and inferiors, they are apt to 
Ipse, sight of the necessity of diligence in the direction of 
their own,improvement. To abandon’self-cultrire a't the 
moment of entering upon a professional career is an act 
of folly of which many are guilty, so great is the tempta¬ 
tion to sacrifice future eminence to present satisfaction. 11 
The inspiration of a perfect example is something 
which no pupil can dispense with. Practice'is bo far 
above precept that a half hour at a piano recital is some¬ 
times of as much educational value as a score of lessons. 
Imitation, though much disparaged, is an important ele¬ 
ment of progress, and music, no more than any other 
language, can be taught by precept alone. But the abil-i 
ity to render even a short passage in a manner worthy 
of imitation presupposes well-balanced artistic attain¬ 
ments of the highest order. , ;• 
Teachers who pride themselves upon their technic, 
however, are liable to consume the time that should 
have been spent in pointing out the mistakes of their 
pupils in vaingloriously displaying their' own accom-. 
plishments. The giving of illustrations Bhpuld, daring 
the lesson hour, be limited for the most part to short 
excerpts, leaving more extended performances fot the 
concert hall. 1 . 
The mechanical mastery of a composition gives the 
executant, be his abstract musicianship what it may, a ' 
nearer view of its difficulties, a better idea of their solu- . 
tion, and a clearer conception of its content than he 
could by any other means have gained. In other words, 
he is able to give more assistance to another than if it 
were not, aB the phrase is, at his finger ends. - Why 
then allow that which is of such inestimable value to 
both instructor and instructed to remain dormant?.' 
“Physician, heal thyself 1’’ is a phrase that mightper; 
tinently be applied to those who neither play, sing, con¬ 
duct, nor compose, bnt give lessons nevertheless. 
It is not meant that-beeause you are not a great artist 
you cannot be a conscientious and useful teacher,-but 
siihply that yon cannot be a great teacher without being: 
a master in the sister profession. Comfort yourself with 
the idea that honest mediocrity holds an honorable place 
in the world’s esteem. But should the bud of genius be " 
given into your keeping,.do not1 attempt to deal there¬ 
with, but humbly transplant the same to la worthier gar¬ 
den. ' - ! 
/TV' 
jEflFTEks TO PUPILS. 
BY JOHN S. VAN CLEVE. 
' 1 ■ .7 ■ ; .• . • | ■ • 
oven Sonatas from that which the composer would seem Thomas condemns the practice of playing without notes, 
to have intended. For example, the great arpeggio and he once told me that Rubinstein, who was a phe- 
runs toward the conclusion of the Allegro AsBai, the nomenon jof memory, having played 1300 pieceB by 
first movement of the Appassionata, and similarly in i heart, nevertheless slipped on the cue while playing a 
To Miss M. F.—Your question is hard to answer, for 
though yqu have Btriven to be definite, it is in the nature 
of the case a vague question. ' You ask me, having 
stated various conditions about your age, your study, 
and the compliments people give you,'1 etc., whether it iB 
possible fpr you to become an artist. That is almost as 
hard to answer as if your question had been something 
like this :j I have a farm in the Indian Territory. It is 
a mile square, and is said to have an excellent alluvial 
soil from [twelve to fifteen feet deep; would you advise 
me to go but there to raise cereals, and if I do, do yon 
think it lijkely I shall become rich at it? 
There are many conditions about artistBhip as well 
as about [farming—conditions which no human wisdom 
can possibly foresee. However, it is quite impossible 
to hear of such a case as yours without a feeling of 
warm interest and kindly sympathy. If you are able 
to do anything at all, even halfway creditably, with the 
Nocturne in"G major of Chopin, OpuB 37, No. 2, in 
which thpse intricate double intervale occur in kaleido¬ 
scopic siiifts in an infinitude of keys, you certainly 
must ha’sje decided talents As to whether you do the 
compOBitjion well or ill, or how well or how ill, no ohe 
can possibly answer without hearing you. 
You ask if you are too old. It would doubtless have 
been better for you to have been under good instruction 
at least seven or eight years ago, for all concert artists 
—at least those of the first rank—have attained a well- 
balanced and well-matured technic before their teens 
are passed. However, seventeen iB a very early age 
and life is long. It you really love music, as you say, 
you will cheerfully endure for its dear sake the pain of 
drudgeyy and the long, dusty highway of mechanical 
study for brain and finger, which seems not to rise at 
all, bcft which does'.slowly but surely circle higher and 
higher ajround the mountain, - 
As tojthe matter of poverty, that is a serious question. 
Many musicians have been poof, wretchedly poor. The 
great composers, Mozart and Schubert, were so abjectly 
poor tbit it brings tears to the eyes to read their bio¬ 
graphies. Many excellent performers and earnest, 
honest artists in our own country also do not seem to 
catch the capricious breath of popular favor, and yet who 
that has ever lived and worshiped music is ignorant of 
its transcendent hours of bliss. You can never become 
an artist without teaching and hearing. It is both 
necessary to have lessons and to hear music, much 
music, ^ood music, ideally rendered. You, therefore, 
must secure,,if you reach any tolerable fulfillment of 
your as pirations, a few years at least of city life—life 
in the glo(wing, fragrant hothouse atmosphere of a 
musical world, for much of an artist’s best education 
iB unconscious—as we say, “ atmospheric,” or, as the 
. Germans say, is “taken in through the pores.” My 
advice to you is, find some kind friend who will lend 
you, without interest, a sufficient sum of money to give 
you at. east four or five years of untrammeled activity. 
Then go to some great American city and place yourself 
in the lands of; some artist of ability who may superin¬ 
tend your education ; though it would be better if many 
of you • lessons were taken from a trustworthy assistant 
and only the finishing done by the artist, because in 
this w; ty your money will reach, much farther, and in 
ali likelihood the drudge lessons will" be as well or 
better lone by the assistant. 
To Miss M M. C.—Your first question, “Is it passi¬ 
ble for a lady with a small and rather inflexible hand to 
become a concert pianist? ” I should answer by saying 
that ot ier forms of talent being marked, a small and even 
inflexi lie hand is by no means an insurmountable bar- • 
rier ; it simply shuts out a certain class of composition, 
•but th ere is a large literature which is perfectly within 
the grasp of small hands, especially if icertain alterations 
be made alterations by no meansj injurious to the 
music. On this point musicians greatly differ. For in¬ 
stance, Yon Biilow frequently indicates a different ad- 
justmi nt between the right and left hands in the Beeth- 
110, but Henry Barth, the head of the piano department 
of the Royal High School in Berlin, a man of gigantic 
frame and ponderous hands, who c&n stretch the twelfth 
as easily as others the ninth, is almost a bigot in nis 
pedantic conservatism and insists upon every note-pre¬ 
cisely in the form indicated.. You might not ever be-, 
able to p lay such colossal show-pieces as the enormous 
staccato study, the Concert Etude in C,.Op. 23-, Noi 2, 
by Rubinstein, because it is purposely constructed to 
utilize ihje strong hand that will extend tp the tenth and: 
thus gain an overpowering and astonishing sonority;, 
but this md all the rest of effect pieces at least in that 
special kind you could dispense with and not lose much. 
If your temperament is musical, and you are intelligent 
and diligent, there is a literature for you, and you may 
come to play it with a finish and a beauty altogether de¬ 
lightful, and which will entitle yon to the coveted name 
of concert pianist. 
You aBk if it is wise to play a high grade of muBic in 
small pi ices: I say yes, decidedly. How many millions 
of years will it be, do you think, before a public which 
hears nothing but frivolous or namby-pamby music will 
^concerto with orchestra, and for more than a minute 
was playing a totally different section of the composi¬ 
tion, to the utmost disaster and confusion of the music, 
t- In order to memorize, concentrate the mind with the 
fbrce of a burning glass to comprehend the notes and all 
the inner laws of structure which unite them. Do this 
away from the piano, and if you cannot then retain the 
music, give it up and be content Always to walk on the 
printed crutches. • 
To Miss E. A.—Your question is s0 utterly vague that 
I feel like a man lost in a snow storm. I am bewildered 
and know not which way to turn. Ifjyojii have, how¬ 
ever, as yon say, been studying since the age of six and 
are now nineteen, have been in good schools and are not 
yet a concert pianist,cl should think ypur chances for 
that distinction somewhat ofthe dimmest. However, 
Until I know something of what you have flayed, who 
has been your teacher, and what people think about you, 
I am not able to answer you. If you will write to me 
more explicitly I will cheerfully give you any advice I 
can. Address me in care of The Etude. 
come to appreciate that which is deeper, more signifi- To A. M.—You tell me that you Are able to play 
cant, and more noble. It is only by the earnest, cOur-. pieces of Grades 6 and 6, but cannqt always hit the 
ageous. persistence of pianists and teachers that the right notes, and when you add later that you have op- 
pubhc it ever lifted up. portunity to practice one or .two hours a week I am 
ou s ak about playing on poor pianos: Never do it harassed with a fear that your performance of those 
if j.ort can possibly avoid it, but do not be cranky or. .pieces must be set down in the category of the ultra 
extend the all too widely Bpread notion that musicians ragged. No one can be a pianist worth speaking of who 
are a bundle of»whims, self-conceits, and irritabilities. is not able to command from two to jfour hours a day 
Never, however, play in public on any but a piano at steady, well-balanced practice. That would be in the 
east reasonably good and in perfect tune, for the public, course of a year, allowing for vacations, Sundays, and 
when it hears anything that is vaguely unpleasant, breaks, from 600 to 1000 hours, an'd what you can 
simply think the performer is blundering, and if you possibly do with 100 hours a year or less, I am at a loss 
strike a chord which is out of tune they think you have to imagine. ■ 
hit a false note. ■ . . ... As for finger gymnastics for keeping the fingers Bup- 
s to: the names of the piano teachers in Leipsic, I pie and strong: There are three things you can do ; the 
can only say that I know pupils of Zwinscher, Wieden- best is, get a Virgil Practice Clavier, which is in many 
ac , and one or two others, but this is not sufficient respects far better to practice upon than the piano 
information to justify me in pronouncing ea; cathedra on itself. Or, second, you can obtain a Brotherhood 
sue a question. Technicon, which is simply a miniature gymnasium 
( > ' ^dapted to the fingers and wrist. Or, third, you can buy 
o Texia. Your first question about .playing the gpr. Ward Jackson’s finger gymnastic^, and follow the 
a-mous Nocturne in G, Op. 37, No. 2, would require directions therein given. ■ ... j ■ 
more space than I have at command. I can only say | 
this : Take the double notes in sixteenths lightly and --*- | 
with an elegant legato, SO that they will sound like ehim- to TT ptj nunTmhPTl 0 
mering ripples across the keyboard. The sostenuto HOY IS IT PRONOUNCED ? 
passagi!—that is,'the plain lyric passage—should be sung • •; 
with a perfect and most continuous rise and fall of. There was a heated discussion over the pronunciation 
crescendo and diminuendo. Picture to yourself in the °* Paderewski a few nights ago in a funny little Spanish 
first section the glint and glimmer of a summer forest restaurant on West Twenty-t-ighth Street, just off Broad- 
agitated by the breeze, and in the second waves of sap- wa7- A good-natured German insisted that it should be 
phire beating on shores of silver sand. pronounced “Podooroozke,” with an accent on the 
Your second question I should answer, No. There, “rooz.” An Italian believed that “ Poderewska,’:’ with 
should be no very marked difference in tempo between' accent on the “ ka,” was the correct pronunciation, 
the gay and the languishing sections of Delibes’ pizzi- An American, who had traveled ih Russia, stuck out 
cato polka. for “ Podroofski,” accent on the “ r cof. ” 
As to your third question : Delibes is a French com- Then there were a Scotchman, a Cnban, several Span- 
poser, not a German, so do not pronounce his name in - iards, and a few men with Slavonic di alects. Each had 
three syllables, De-li bes, but De-libe, with an accent on a different way of pronouncing the name, and all in- 
the second syllable. ■ sisted upon speaking at once. I" 
HOW IS IT PRONOUNCED? 
j
^ y.
’ re ska,”
C*
| An old Irishman was sitting in one corner. Hemain- 
To B. M.—You ask if all musicians must be able to gained silence for several minutes ; tlien;he bristled up, 
memojrize readily. I should say no. Just as there is an and, in a voice which could be heard above all others, 
almos^i infinite range as to the ability forre&diljyeading he exclaimed: “ I’ll bet you all that it is pronounced 
at sight, or, as the Germans express it, “ from the leaf,” Paddy Rewski.”—Key Note. 
some finished players being wretched, stumbling readers,' ' , 
and, on the other hand, some gilb readers never attaining * 
finish, bo in the matter of. memory there is an infinite —Miss Mary Tate, an American girl and a pianist of 
variety in the native and acquired powers of finished considerable merit, died a short time ago, only 21 years 
musicians. Other things being, equal, it is always de- old. Her last wish was to he laid out upon and buried 
□ IroKIn f n nlnTT Atntv, _r . 1 • •. • . I . ~ - I 
Ui me music ana to play it more as if you were 
creating it or improvising at the moment, which is the 
ideal | of interpretative art. However,! if your memory, 
is .liable to break and is not made of adamant, but of 
Indiaj rubber, yonwould best not trust it. Mr. Theodore 
were held over her body. After the ceremony the cover* 
was raised, the strings torn from the piano, and the body 
placed jin it. Then the piano legs were taken off and 
the body of the piano raised upon the hearse.—German^ 
Exchange. 
j I IRREGULAR GROUPS. 
!• by s. n. penfield. 
* I - .. i - 
Mb. Editoi:— ! 
Dear Sir:— I have from time to time seen in the 
columns cjf The Etude expositions of the methods 
employed by different teachers to initiate their pupils 
into the mysteries of playing groups of notes two 
against three and three against four, some of them with 
the mathematical division marked by an elaborate sys¬ 
tem of counts and “ ands.” But a farther extension of 
the system to include three or four against five,-etc., 
which is occasionally called for, was not forthcoming. 
The problem is a vexing one, especially for the average 
pupil who has not a quick perception of rhythmical 
division. Will you allow me to give a leaf from the 
all qm of my teaching experience ? tfind the mathematical division and- subdivision 
:ady referred to of some usejfor the mental compre- 
sion of the undertaking, especially in the two to 
three division, but of very little use in practical playing. 
Never1 yet have I known accomplished players to ac¬ 
knowledge that they solved the mystery in this way. 
There are certain players and singers “ by the grace of 
God,’ nob by the grace of hard study. They have sur¬ 
mounted difficulties by ninety per cent, intuition and ten 
per cent. yrork. Such a division as we are considering 
never made them any trouble. In fact, they do not know 
themselves how they mastered the difficulty. With such 
people we who have to work for- our results cannot 
consult. They cannot help us. My method, and one 
in which Ij have always had success except with really 
dull pupils, who never Bhould be troubled with such pas¬ 
sages, is as follows :— 
Establish the sense of steady rhythm with each hand 
separately and with groups varying in number of notes, 
accenting pretty smartly, thus, 
separate work for comparison of tempo... For the com¬ 
bined work of the hands the preceding exercise may be 
employed, playing together measures one and two of 
each division. -It will undoubtedly be found that the 
playing of three against four will make leas trouble 
than two against three. Afterward may follow such 
exercises as these:— 
• _£_ 
o 4 3! 4 T 
Hi A A. i i— a a 
12 1 
h. i |a__i ^ 
1 3 2 3 1 ? 3 . 1 1 
Then the hands may play these exercises together, 
one or two octaves apart. 
Only when'the pupil cap play these steadily and 
without break do I give the subsequent work, which is 
the comparing the tiyo hands and changing instantane¬ 
ously from each to the other,, thus, 
J- J—j— 
-• a-j. b 
All these exercises wiil be found easier in a pretty 
rapid tempo than in a quite slow one. When these are 
reasonably well steadied down, turn to the Beethoven 
Sonata, No. 1, in F minor, adagio movement, measures 
37, 38, 41, and 42, or to the Sonata, Op. 31, No. 1, in G 
major, rondo movement measure 17, and thereafter 
for quite a distance; play the measures several times 
with separate hands before putting them together, but at 
first with an accent for each group. - Do not try to 
measure! off microscopically. The more you try the 
less you (succeed. I have here written out these exer¬ 
cises in full, as I have not found just what I want in in¬ 
struction books or btudes. They can be readily given 
off hand; by any teacher and remembered by the pupil. 
WHAT IS THE EPPE0T OF TOUGH ON THE 
PIANO ? 
BY A, MIOHAELIS. 
The exercise with the hands together must wait until 
the one just given (goes with perfect steadiness. All 
these exercises, -even from the first, should be played at 
a pretty good tempo to establish a certain Swing which can 
be felt. This swing thus separately established must be 
resolutely maintained when the hands are attempted 
together, and frequently a return should be made to the 
Translated by E. Von Adelung. 
The object Of these lines is to answer the question of 
“ Effect iof Touch ” from the standpoint of the scientific 
mechanic in as few words as possible. 
By touch, I understand the motion of the hand in or¬ 
der to produce, tone : not only the pressing down ofthe 
jseys, but also the lifting of them. A very slow pressure 
of the key raises it only sufficient to cause it to approach 
■ the strings, not to touch them. It requires a quicker, 
more elastic touch to precipitate the .hammer through 
the balance of space up to where it can touch the string. 
Let us call that short distance the space-balance. 
. Inatar tly after touching, the hammer must retrace that 
space-balapee, otherwise it will actas a damper, viz. : 
stop the vibrations or even prevent them. 
For the player the hammer is an invariable unit; in¬ 
variable is also 4be road for it as conditioned by the 
mechanism of thp key. The only changeable item is the 
velocity of travel through that space-balance determined 
by the fc rce of pressure imparted to the key by the player’s 
finger. Such pressure . can, therefore, only produce 
stronger-or weaker sonnds. It is immaterial whether I 
produce such pressure with a stiff fiDger in a vertical di¬ 
rection or with a bent finger and m caressing motion. 
From the moment the hammer flies through that.space- 
balance all connection with the finger ceases, and the 
hammer Simply obeys the law of gravity and passiveness, 
viz. : it is propelled more Or less fast against the string 
—nothing else. 
Of course, the majority of my hearers, especially the 
ladies, will be shocked, and indignantly exclaim: “ Oh ! 
what nonsense • Can I not play smoothly or rongbly ? ” 
Certainly, my dear ladies and gentlemen 1 But as mv 
assertions bear the stamp of logical truth, the cause of 
the mellow or rough effect must be looked for in other 
quarters than the touch of the key. 
We are thus led to a discrimination of the second part 
of touch, the raising of the key by raising cf the finger. 
As everybody knows, the hand cannot exert any influence 
on the tone while the string is vibrating; but then 
moment the key is raised the connection between hand S 
and sound is re-establishedby the lowering of the danger 
Tim lowering is in the power of the player-it may take 
place sooner or later; thus the player can control the 
duration or length of the sound. Yet on many instru¬ 
ments the difference in the effect of. a sudden or a 
gradual release of the key is, even to a well trained ear - 
not perceptible, as many practical trials have proved. 
. Tbns the player can control only three things: the 
intensity of the tone, its duration, aDd to a very small 
extent its sudden or gradual cessation. These three 
items exhaust the means of control. 
It becomes now our duty to discover the way in which 
by only these means the player produces the various 
effects called varieties of touch. 
As in every scientific proceeding, we must not be con¬ 
tent with only rational reasonings, but must substanti¬ 
ate our conclusions by actual careful experiments. 
The following trials, actually took place, and were 
made by different persons, and to insure impartiality 
and perfect fairness the criticising listener turned his . 
back to the performer. The gentle tick of a pendulum 
clock was made use of to measure the respective length 
of tone. The modus operandi and the result's are as 
follows:— ’ 
1. The player strikes a chord evenly but with different 
kinds of touch, twice each time, once f and once p, 
but holds it down equally long, say through thre>motions 
of the pendulum. Result: The sonnd of the loud chord 
appeared every time harsher than the softly sounded, ir¬ 
respective whether the former was struck with an elastic, 
caressing touch or the latter produced with stiff, straight ' 
fingers. r 
2. The player strikes a chord twice, wilh equal force, 
but once staccato, the other time allowing it to resound 
for some time. This experiment ^was also repeated 
with all kind of touches. Result: The critic heard the 
staccato tone as one produced by a non elastic touch, 
notwithstanding the form of touch by which it has been 
effected. 
. 3- One and the same run is performed with equal 
strength, once strictly legato, another time staccato. 
Result: The legato sounds in either case softer o/ 
smoother than the staccato, independent of the different' 
style of touch. 
. 4/ (A chord is struck twice equally loud ; first, all of 
the sounds are struck simultaneously, then arpeggiato. 
Result: Whatever the form of touch was, the latter" 
sounded softer apd smoother than the former. 
6. A chord is struck twice equally loud and held 
equally long; but the one time the' fingers release the 
keys suddenly, the other time gradually by slipping! off. 
The result differed somewhat with different instruments. 
Generally the listeners were not perfectly sure whether 
there was any difference or not. Only when the 
damper was very soft a slight-difference was perceptible, 
but so slight as to leave the listeners in doubt. 
Thus there is a field for improvement open to piano 
manufacturers to improve the elasticity of dampers to 
render them more sensitive to the Blow raising of the 
finger. 
—A statistician says he has observed that musieians 
have, as a rule, excellent heads of hair. In the prime 
of life the musi&ian’s hair flourishes most, and in every 
hundred music devotees only one hairless head is! met 
with ; while in other professions about eleven in ^very 
hundred are bald. In fact, men having the artistic 
temperament, poets and painters as well as musicians, 
seem to be especially favored by nature with abundance 
of hair,—“ a"woman’s glory and a man’s shame I 7 . 
LETTERS TO TEACHERS. to require serious work, but they will come'if well 
' attacked^ Book II begins late in the fourth grade[ or 
it u ! r W’ S; “I MATUEWS- square at the beginning of the fifth, and runs through 
tk;‘- «■?*iw****^ 
2. Iu what grades,* is the study of the history of ^ j“porf*nt kind, such as no jpupil shouldjbe 
~ '”w'u "" rrnriorotnnH MnRif> ” 'wltllout. ihe Introduction to Phrasing” is- also ad- 
___ 1_ A , it I' . . . 
iiwiW'4!iS foreign fingering superior to American ? 
• ” ay is the sixth tone called the sub' mediant when it 
called med‘ant 5 and why is the pb-dominant so 
music, such as Mathews’ “ How to U dersta d usic,  
to be taken? 
3. Are Mathews’. “ Studies in Phrasing ” to be taken 
as a part of the course separately, or will it be sufficient 
if the pupil, with the aid of the teacher, studies phras¬ 
ing as much only as is given in Mathews’ “ Graded 
Course”? i,* 
4. Ib harmony to be taught as a part of the study of 
1 _ course’ or is it to be taken as a separate study ? 
6. Vv ould it be advisable to add other studies to those 
given in the graduating course ? If so, what studies 
would be best to use ? 
Kindly mention corrections in the course you would 
think best to make. 
-A nuuuuuon rnrasing " ¬
vantageous, but not equally indispensable, since Ihe 
second grade and the third of the Standard Grades con¬ 
tain quite a little similar matter. Youl'must remember 
that the time occupied in doing a grade well will be, at 
least half a school year, and the additional material will 
be no disadvantage* |; 
Harmony should be made a condition for graduation, 
but it will have to be done in classes separate from ,he 
piano lesson, in order to economize timm 
I would prefer to supply whatever deficiencies I might 
tael in the studies of the Standard Grades by the usd of 
properiy| selected pieces. These must be taught and 
studied quite the same as studies, but b|! continued uiitil 
I should use the exercises out of the first and third P™ a m i u i . iuebl3 t)l u ua uu uu 
volumes of “ Touch and Technic ” very early, that is to (L o n  
say, in first and second grades. Scales will also have to theiy become pieces through the awakening of the pupil’s 
begin early, at least within the first or second grade. I musical enjoyment.in them. ‘ f “ [ 
think the scale forms in “ Touch and Technic ” rather The course mentioned did not reach! me, therefore I 
too long for children of the age usually working in the cannot make any corrections. I 
second grade, and for this reason should giv.e them by T, i- 
rote and the aid of oral teaching. This can also be done fereJtTrticIcs <^<1 profiled bynhe dif- 
advantageously with the early two-finger exercises and 
arpeggios, both of which have to be given a very little chords from 33d to 38th bars of the Wtlfdstein aondJ of 
at a time. Therefore, I would say that the beginner j?eethovdn; and the 1st chord in bars 2 dnd 3 of “ Pathe- 
will be just as well off, and perhaps better, if the teacher a tafl offh^wruf Be*thov®n ? 1 ruae the arm touch with 
*-L- ---<:• —„.;u in > iu f wriat at the instant of contact with the keys. 
in tne nrst examnlfi. nf nonrv tmmii tv,Qr,u_ knows the subject well, if; he is not provided with Vols. 
I, and III of ‘‘Touch, and Technic” until about the 
beginning of the third grade. But he must have been 
working the exercises] some time before. Vol. II may 
be given late iq the] third grade, and. Vol. IV in the 
fourth. I should say that the matter in Vol. IV be¬ 
longs properly to the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades. I 
would go over the octave exercises on the first three 
pages several times in different keys. Such subjects as 
the pedal and chord playing can be taken up at any time 
when the pupil has mpaic to play requiring them. 
To grade the arpeggios, I would say that moderate 
speeds, in the direct motion only, through the -second 
grade ; a little faster sgeeds, and the reverse directions 
also, in the third gradk; the two-hand positions in the 
fourth and fifth grades. The triad forms to be taken 
now and then, when there happens to be use for them. 
The same is true of the scales. They are,to be worked 
along graduaHy, from the second* grade all through. 
The difference is that as the pupil goes on the forms are 
made longer, the speeds occasionally higher (not for¬ 
getting slow practice part of the time), 'and the variety 
of touch ia made greater, 
I would say, further, that, in my opinion, the teacher 
ought not to regard a work of this kind as a master to 
be obeyed in all thingii, but as an instrument to assistlin 
the attainment of certain qualities in playing. Therefore 
there will be times when very little happens to be dome 
with any of the exercises (though the tlo finger exer¬ 
cises cannot be left for long), the work bffing covered 
perhaps, by some difficult finger-piece or concert piece’ 
But presently one returns again to the technics with re¬ 
newed zest. I will, own that personally I do not use 
enough exercises in my own teaching, because'I find 
myself occupied with'other things, such as literature ajnd 
style. But the moment I am conscious that the fingis 
as such, are. primarily at fault in the playing, then I go 
at the technics with determination. It is a result of the 
system I pursue that the pupils generally have an intelli¬ 
gent and musical style of playing, as if they enjoyed it 
and understood what they are about * but I have never 
a any pupil able to play such scales ak Mrs. Murray 
Dr* Masoa’8 accompaniment in Philadelphia 
a the Summer Class two years ago. We ought to hte 
all the good things, but I rarely, get them! 
JfrhK’k.lMdIIof"Phrasing"eoneie,of.combl 
tion of carefully aelected poetic pieces,, which if CaL- 
ully studied will be! enjoyed ,by the pupil and m 
insensibly influence,the taste and tend tr. makemelr rfl 
caJnot STdf aDd ?Prere‘ Theref0re’1 think life 
r Si;6. d 8penSed Wlth advantageously. Book I 
should begin late in the third grade and rit'/ih' , v " 
fourth. The last nionoo ?*73 TJ throuSh he 
rutn!181 example of course, a lighter touch'thanffn 
tne latter, which are forte. J 
believe U6S the haH touch,.but I 
thf ial1 Vf the wrist produces a mcfre.musical tone. 
“ baTS 5. 6, 7, and 8 of the ‘ • fathetique ’1 the 
chords must , be played With the hand touch, being too 
rapid for any other. . 1, ’ s 00 
In the two finger; exercise of Mason I teach the fall 
and rise|of the wrist in the combination Of the clinging 
and elastic touch.; Am I right ? T e! A.Hj 
The passage referred to in the Waldstein sonata! is 
that beautiful melody of the second' subject, which en¬ 
ters in E major. ■ I should play it with] what I call a 
“soft ajm” touch, i. e., with a light fall of the arm- 
weight upon the key, relaxing the wrist as the correspon¬ 
dent mentions, and taking care that the melody sounds 
out veryjSong like and sweetly, and usinglthe pedal with 
every chord. The heavy chordsnt beginning of “ Sonata 
Pathetique ” are made in the same manner, except tiiat 
the arm falls from a greater height, and with mdre 
rigidity, relaxing, however,-at the moment when the im¬ 
pact has been delivered. In other words, you are right, 
1 think. , ,]. ’ 
But in using an oscillation of the forearm in connec¬ 
tion with the two-finger exercise for clinging and elastic 
finger-touch, you are not right. The slow forms of tjhe 
two-fingdr exercise, No. 2 and No. 3, arejplayed first of - 
all with arm touches pure and simple, acc ording to tlhe 
explanations at the beginning of. the book, Diagrams 1 
and 2. Then they are played again in an entirely differ¬ 
ent way, namely, with the hard touch for the first tone, 
and the finger elastic for the second. The fore-arm le- 
mains quite stationary in this latter way, at about the 
hve finger position. I advise allowing the hand to spriW 
up away from the keys at the completion of the touc h, 
after thp manner shown in the diagram of Bowmal’s 
stab touch in “ Touch and Technic.’’ Di. Mason djes 
not use this upward spring of the hand. I only use it 
because I am never quite sure that the wriLt has been re- 
laxed without it. Dr. Mason also says that he does not 
think the arm touches ought to be introduc eff so eaily in 
the course, but he would leave them unll later, as is 
done in the English edition of “Touch Und Technic.” 
I have never seen this. My own impression is that con¬ 
sidering how completely the arm uses have beln 
neglected in elementary teaching until very lately, it is 
just as weL to let them stand where they a:e. 
“ I have been told that the latest thing in scale nrae- 
tice was to discard the use of the thumb I do no? lie 
‘h» *». 1» Therefore, SS“ oni L, 
fhrihSb.lI1e“?d m plaji”g *» “Vi »W,e,ete. 
praefeef U ^ Prinpipal benefit d^ived from scjle 
fourth. The last pieces in the book will pejrhaps behind theses?913'15118116'1 th® preaent system of fingering 
This is a pretty list of questions, but we must' make 
short work with them. The scale fingering has been 
evolved since the time of Bach. I do not know who 
first^made the present system of fingering orthodox. I 
imagine Tomaschek,. of Prague, had Something to do 
with it. The thumb is still used in all scales, so far as I 
know. Liszt sometimes fingered a scald passage of less 
than an octave without the thumb, and Billow follows 
him occasionally, but this is only where a non legato 
effect is desired. Foreign fingering is'no better than 
American ; but it is more advantageous to use the 6, 4, 
3, 2, 1 in place of calling the thumb x, (because we use 
bo many foreign editions, in which, of course, this fin¬ 
gering is marked. Very few American teachers, how¬ 
ever, now use the English fingering at all; all use the 
German. We owe the x business to the Germans 
originally, who first introduced it, but, finding the other 
better, changed, while the English kept on with the x 
for thumb. J 
The sub-dominant is.fifth below the tdnie, and so sub, 
and the mediant is third below the tonic, and also sub. 
\ - __ 
HINTS. 
1. Inteeest your pupil. 
2. Don’t try to teach when your pupil is not payina 
attention, j , 
3. Don’t confuse by asking'questions before the sub¬ 
ject is explained. 
t thoroughly Bure of your subject. 
6. Be in earnest. f 
6- Do not let your pupil find you are not listening. 
7. Remember your pupil will be influenced by your 
example. , . ' 
8. Don’t be a taskmaster. 
9. Musical pupils are sensitive. Don’t be harsh. 
10. Letlthe pupil ask questions pertaiining to the les¬ 
son. j . 
H. Greet your pupils pleasantly when they come for 
their lesson. 
12. Be patient and persevering.—Geo. Brayley. 
Liszt was once at Berks, in the lodgings of Ferdinand 
David, the violinist. A, musical party b|eing held in the 
evening, David suggested trying a new-cbmpoBition-with 
Liszt. “You will find the piano part,!”, said he, as he 
touched the music with his bow, “very difficult.” The 
friends ofjLiszt felt indignant at the arrogance of'the 
remark, but Liszt himself remained silent. The piece 
began with a broad, majestic movement; the piano part 
' grew more and more brilliant.' David’s face changed 
expressioij, as though some important fact were dawning 
upon him, and finally he stopped playing altogether 
“ WhjG” he gasped, “ he is playing jthe violin part 
too 1 - Liszt continued, without noticing the mortified 
violinist, and] with orchestral effect brought the piece to 
a magnificent close. It waB a rebuke that David could 
never forget. 
. . Success in a low cause is far less noble than failure 
in the highest. We witness the works and the perform¬ 
ances of the highest°^rtists. Wa may be unable to 
' e<lual them, but the endeavor is in itself an elevation. 
There is a story of a painter, who, when he saw thl 
productions of the greatest masters, forgo(t.his own in¬ 
ability, but felt the glory of the aptitude to appreciate 
what was [before him, and in ecstacy exclaimed, “ I- 
too, am. a painter 1 ”, You go to hear the works of a great 
musician—to hear “Israel in Egypt" of Handel, to 
bear in that the evidence of the utmost mastery to 
which human genius can attain ; ..yOu are moved by its 
sublimity,;and you exclaim, “ I, too, am a musician ! ” 
i sink again of the Persian proverb, ‘ I am not the 
rose, but I have dwelt beside it,” and by the happiness 
' of bving in a garden of roses you are in condition to 
catch the reflection of the rose’s color, and to carry 
home much of its. beautiful odor; and association with 
1 roses wilL be assured, leave its impression of beauty 
on those who have that good fortune.—i>r. Macfarren. 
A PLEA FOR KEEPING TIME. 
BY mart L. REGAp. “ ! 
Ix is not enough that a pupil be able to play in time a 
Cff ZTT rrv™ 0r three meaBures; he must 
be taught to feel the rhythm of the whole composition 
ami o ffs parts, and to feel the regular pulsation which 
beats through it. _ It is astonishing how far astray even a 
well trained musician with a fairly good sense of time 
may io-m the performance of a long and intrifcate com¬ 
pos,t on, especially if he has been playing the work a 
good deal without slow rand careful daily practice 
Much more w,ll this be true of the beginning pupil 
whose .conceptions are as yet vague. The trained mu- 
18 8i? rr vof ?e dang9r that he «^rds a«ai»Btit 
for himself, but it is the teacher who must keep constant 
watch over his pupils. Just here lies one great advan¬ 
tage of allowing a pupil at a lesson to play an entire 
composition without stopping for corrections. He thus 
shows whether he has a conception of its.time as a whole 
and rejveals what variations in it he makes. Afterward, 
of course, the piece can be dissected as much as is 
necessary. It is sometimes difficult to convince a pupil 
that he is playing out;0f time, if he gets a wrong idea 
rmly fixed. At this juncture the metronome is a valu- 
able aid. Indeed the proper use of the metronome, to 
be determined by each teacher according to the individual 
pupils,!18 indispensable. I have known pupils to declare 
that thjey were right and the pendulum wrong.. However 
by allowing it to tick while the piano was silent they 
were convinced. The pupil shouhUearly be taught to 
notice with care the technical marks of time and to heed 
them. He should learn that although ritenuio, Htar- 
dando and rallmtando all convey the idea of slower, still 
there is a distinction in their precise meaning. 
One of the most.yaluable aids to player and pupils in 
keeping the time under control is accent. I think it is 
npposs ble to overestimate the value of accent in study 
and in practice. It greatly facilitates the pupil in grasp¬ 
ing the time of a composition as a whole, and it is im¬ 
possibly for a performer to convey a clear idea of a com- 
ppsitioi. without a distinct accent. It may be light, it 
I ay be heavy, according to the character of the work, it 
£n ». syncopated, but .the metrical accent and the 
rhythmical accent must be there. Without this the work 
is without form and void- 
I Probably every good teacher of the piano knows the 
advantage of accent in practicing difficult Beales and 
p^ssage^, that is, dividing the scale or passage into its 
component parts according to the accents and practicing 
vj PaU separately, beginning on one accent and play- 
u g to the next and then stopping, ontlje principle of the 
Mason velocity scales. The accent must come on time, 
and as niany notes as possible. It is astonishing what an 
aid to clearness this is. In short, tile usd of accents 
(often exaggerated in practice) is one of the best ways 
o fixing a right conception of time. ; And beyond doubt 
a right conception is the first thing to aim at. We need 
tcjget rid of these crude, exaggerated j affected ideals, 
and to educate our taste to something juster and saner. 
] PADEREWSKI TEOHNIO. 
Tihe supreme achievement of Mr. Paderewski’s technic 
is its demonstration, that the singing tone and perfect 
cbntrol of every variety of tone color are possible in all 
circumstances, no matter how difficult the passage.- 
Ipis ib the acme of technical accomplishment, and it is 
PaderewT- ^thS d’ &nd °thera ita depression. Mr. 
hedesireH'tot,8eS/lther P°8ifcio11’ aceording to the tone" 
vond Z J r " And hi8 pedalinS iB BimPly be¬ 
yond description. He seems to do almost as much ' 
the sTke often 8 'T ! Md itis a11 for * tne sake of tone color, for it is the combination of exnert 
pedaling yth the variety of touch'that colors the tones. 
were theVre\ rTDg ^ W°Uld beCome monotonous 
nlal! ,° rhyth“ m the playinS- Rhythm inpiano 
tion gref0lve8lt8elf Int0 correct timing and accentua- 
. . T* not® mnst have its proper duration or the 
“ 18 h8tUrbed- Every ‘^e mu8t be sounded with 
which precede 
Fnr^ hT Wh! f°ll0W St’ or the .rhythm disappears. 
w ‘te“ f1* »< melodies ,r. 
outlin«"nfTk Phra81ng 18 disarranged, and the musical 
time of the composition is distorted. Rhythm is, of 
ourse, primarily a matter of artistic judgment, but it is 
conveyed jo the hearer by the blows of the fingers, and 
is the mechanical result of absolutely just distribution of 
,!t‘8’ therefore, dependent on the same technical 
accomplishments as tone-color. Mr. Paderewski’s 
rhythm is flawless. He never offends the most judicious 
listener either in quality or dynamics, but on the con- 
trary ac(5®ni;uates m such a manner that the phrasing of 
VheZianiir COmeS °Ut ^ the deare8t P088ible light'~ 
PRIZE COMPETITION. 
Our announcement iiT the December issue of the 
journal of two senes of prizes which are to be awarded 
to contributors has created more than usual interest. 
Ihe conditions under which essays may be entered for 
competition are as follows :— 
1. The prizes of the first series will be awarded to 
successful competitors who have not yet contributed to 
the columns of the journaj. The prizes of the second 
series will be awarded to'those who have already writ¬ 
ten one or triore essays for the journal. 
2. The articles must be marked either “ First Series ” 
or “ Second Series.” 
3. One or more essays by the same writer can be en- 
i terea for competition. 
4. The competition for the first series closes on 
March 25, 1896 for the second series one month later 
■ April 25, 1896. - . 
6. No historical or biographical matter will be ac¬ 
cepted. 
6. The length of an essay should not be more than 
1500 .words. The Etude column has about 675 words. 
7. The. writers of essays which do not win a prize, 
but which are accepted for publication by the editors 
of the Etud i!, will receive a premium in the form .of 
books. The writer may select $15.00 worth at retail 
price, from our Book Catalogue. 
THE PRIZES OF THE FIRST SERIES ARE AS FOLLOWS : 
First Prize....f......$30.00 ' ’ 
 20 00 
Third “    1000 
THE PRIZES OF THE SECOND SERIES: 
First Prize......;...$40 00 
S®?°“d ...■••••••.25 00 
Third    15.00 
SPECIAL 0PFER—EXTRAORDINARY. 
NEW WORKS- BEFORE PUBLICATION. EXPIRES -FEBRU¬ 
ARY 28, 18%. 
FIVE IMPORTANT WORKS FOR $1,50, POSTPAID. 
1 i | * - -wv^iiaiiuiCUl/, tiLlAi X U ia 
I t!i0.n of tbe marvelous witchery of sound 
wbmh the Polish pianist produces from the blows of 
hinimers [upon metal strings. There whs a time when it 
was considered sufficient to play a rapid running passage 
or involved, phrases smoothly, accurately, and without 
pounding (Bat that has not satisfied Mr. Paderewski. 
He has held the theory that the singing tone must be 
pi ei erved at all hazards, and his study has been to per¬ 
fect] his digital facility to that end. His control of the 
Striking force of his fingers ijs masterful. His employ- 
mtei t of the different positions of fingers, wrists, and 
fojrearms is always correctTand its results are perfect, 
ianiats knbw that some teachers advocate the elevation 
In pursuance with our custoimWe^offer the 'forthcom¬ 
ing new works for less than cost of paper and printing, 
in order to give them a thorough introduction among 
our patrons. For only $1.60 we will send the following 
five works, wh in issued, to those who send cas£ in ad_ 
varies. (The of:er will positively be withdrawn February 
28, 1896. Not all the works will be out by that time, 
but it is expected that all but two will be issued during 
January. The Special Offer on the separate works ex¬ 
pires with their appearance on the market. 
f. Pronouncing Dictionary. By Dr. Hugh A. 
Clarke. ■ . 
For a long time we have had in’view the issuing of a 
imposin'"11' A “h A* 
»e.a a' t”' lkB 'h*d» 3 
in =4 
orthos of th0 irxrbi'.'t'°::i 
will contain proper name, »i,h pronnneiationi All 
lith 7,“ ° , ! i“g of all lime, will be gi.ea 
lion ),Mnar d“th> *»d *l*o Ihe pronnneia" ■ .t w.n be made one of the moat complete diction 
Son B“d'- 
lUhld tb'i ■ PookotoJilion will aleob, pnb- 
ustied, this is included in the offer- for the V■ 
you will receive two dictionaries ’ ° ^ 
For this work alone a special price of 60 cents Dost 
paid, ,s made before publication. ’ P 
2. Studies in Rhythm. By Edgar L. Justis.- 
is S HZ PTl iS defident iD time’ and the reason is, that no direct practice is ever given. In this work- 
ng ut time value of notes is considered. The ex 
erc^s can be played on one key at the piano or tapped 
out Wlth iead pencil or hand on the table. It is a book 
for any one studying music.. The exercises are not to 
m °DCe °r tWiC6’ M daily until Perfe°* com- 
tainedOVTheVer7LC0mbiDatiOn °f re8t and noteB ia at' tamed. The workman be given with the very first les- 
glnTTh' Ther? i8.n°70rk exactly this ground. The special price for this book alone before 
publication is 25 cts., postpaid. It will be ready in earlv 
anuary, when the separate work can only be had at 
regular rates. 
3. New Piano Method for Beginners. By Chab W 
Landon. , • ‘ 
We announce with pleasure that Mr. Charles W 
Landon is now working on a new “ Pianoforte Method.” 
which we shall publish early next year. The new book 
is especially for beginners, and will contain some new 
and valuable features. It will be strictly up to' date in 
its methods of imparting instruction. Its musical selec 
tl0a8wdl.be of the heat formative value, and every piece 
will be distinctly pleasing, and each will prepare the 
Way for the next. The pupil will be led ' onward pleas- 
antly and thoroughly. The. book when issued' will be 
bound in stiff paper. We make an especially liberal 
advance offer of 25 cents if cash is Bent with the order. 
4. A Musical Game—The Great Composers. 
The game consists of 68 cards. On each card is a 
picture of a great composer, with dates of birth and 
death, and four of his greatest works. The game is 
played similar to the well-known game of authors. The 
object of the game is to acquaint the players with the 
names, works, likeness, and.dates of the great-compos¬ 
ers. Besides this, it is an enjoyable game for young 
and old. ' 
6. Preparatory Touch and Technio. By Carrie E. 
Shimer. 
This work ^vill Berve as an introduction to Dr. Wm. 
Mason’s great work of “ Touch .and Technic.” Miss 
Shimer has been for years preparing a simplification1! of 
The Mason Method, and has succeeded in her under¬ 
taking most admirably. The work was written under 
the supervision of Dr. Mason, whose endorsement goes 
on the title page. The special price before publication 
is 60 cents. The entire work is now in press. j 
Mrs. X- is very fond of singing in public; un¬ 
fortunately she sings frightfully off the key, and it has 
taken her several years to become aware of the fact. 
Recently she consulted a specialist, Dr. Muir, vffio 
informed her that she was suffering from hypennsthf sia 
and anaesthesia of the pharynx, due to the presence of 
enlarged glands in the glosso-epiglottic fossae, to dis¬ 
tended tonsillar crypts, or some other local organic 
change. ' 
Mrs. X-is now happy. 
EDITORIAL NOTES. play night after night, but when asked Regarding solne 
•celebrated orchestra, they answer,'j‘Yes, I heard that 
* * * * 
„ uraDui wu <HuuuBira in  x x n u m s
It is gratifying to see the increased attention recently orchestra four or five years ago.” And they say it in a 
given to mpaical interests by the magazines and illus- manner that is calculated to convince you that therl is 
trated press of pur country. Godey's Magazine is giving nothing of further possible interest to khem from that 
a series of illustrated musical articles, which began last orchestra. They speak of it as if once hearing it was 
May. Six hate appeared at this writing, and they are as fully satisfying as to Bee some iimle museum freak 
promised to continue/ Munsey's Magazine gives por- once. * To cure your pupils of this, play for them jthe 
traits of prominent musicians, instrumentalists, and classics that they are to hear at the next recital, and to 
vocalists, with, short biographical sketches. Munsry s those pupils who can play well encugt), give the sel|ec- 
also gives many superb musical pictures of great beauty tions as lessons, either as solos or in a, fohr hand arrange- 
and art value. The Cosmopolitan gives fine musical ment. i 
illustrations and an occasional musical article. Har- ** ' 
per's Weekly frequently gives musical articles and illus- m -c , . 
trations, and they are always of worth. The religious . ETU°E,haB g'ven a great deal efface'to the sub¬ 
weekly press' gives occasional articles on church and J.eCt pupll-B mua,cale3' In the dikenssion of this sub 
home music, While the dailies of our cities are giving in- J®Ct therje are,Certam features that TH? Etude has 
creased space t,o musical items. phasizsd, and perhaps no one phase of the subject ik of 
, ^ ' more value than that of the quicken ng of the individual 
* * * ambition in the pupil. When a pupil hears another 
No one ever goes beyond his ideal in perfectipn of P^ay be'ter than himself, it is almost ^ure to make Jim 
character or attainment, and no artist can perfect his to reacb tbe higher level ;of nttiinment, and the 
work beyond hjs ideal. A perfect ideal is only attained PuP*l wbo is conscious of having played the best, feels 
by the help of imitation.' A fine ideal of an art;,cannot tbe necessity of still greater effort in prder to still be 
"be given? by words. This Mb eminently true ^regarding . tbe le£^er- The faculty of imitstimjgets a great m-. 
music. Thousands of pupils who fltudy well, work faith- pnlae where pupils play for one another. Pupils see, xn- 
fully, and are talented, fail of good musical results be- derstand, and realize points in the playing of others that 
cause they have no ideal model. They t^je working for tbe teacher baa labored in vain to make clear to the 
improvement, but not in a clearly an^ well defined Pupil in lesson hour. When pupils pi xy for one another 
manner. The busy and overworked teacher cannot keep they 84e themselves as others see them ; faults in time, 
up a good daily practice which will permit of him giving touch, jand expression impress them with tenfold, inten-. 
finished recitals of piano music for his class, yet his 8'ty* The; manifold value of pup Is musicales is so 
pupils need to near better playing than he caiii give them, £reat that no teacher can afford to dispense with them,— 
or any which they are likely to hear by the othjr players, in facfci his teaching counts but of partial worth unless 
professional and amateur, of their town. Therefore, his pupils have frequent opportunity to test themselves 
the progressive teacher who really cares for the finer by hearing one another. 
at all nervous, he should take care to make the accents 
distinctly clear and to give mors attention to the rhyth¬ 
mic flow of his piece. i 
* *■*** 
* * 
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progress of his .pupils, and thh musical culture of his j * * i • 
patrons and community; should secure one or more re- * * * 
citals by an acknowledged artist, even if he cannot sell . ^ teacher’s professional reputation depends largely, 
tickets enough :o make it pay cost. He conscientiously not exclusively, upon the manner in which his. pnoils 
owes this much to his pupils and public. . Pupils and P^ay- ; This being a ,fact, it stands him in hand to have 
friends will help him to get a paying audience if he will blB puP'!a Play finely. But how tc do this is the qt.es- 
work for it with tact'and skill, and they will take pride in t|on- !Erom the technical side, touih is never to be lost 
having a fine artist come to their town. This applies to 8Igbt of; clearness and surety of exeration, and repos 3 in 
the smaller cities and larger villages. Large cities have tbe manner °* Paying are equally 3se ential. Whatever 
recitals and corce^ts which the teacher should be able a puP^ P^ays f°r listeners should bs pleasing; it should 
to have his^pupils attend at'special rates arranged for be mPsicaI aa well as high-class. The playing should 
t.hrmiph t.VlA rnmoiroro r\ f nhn/mntJ_&lw&VB Dl&kft TlliraRlTID1 nlodTlvT or I rl mn f 
Even good teachers work frotu an ideal that is often 
on too low a plane. The mental idea is the vital point 
in good teaching and in good practice, and this ideal 
must come from a source highe: than itself. Each gen¬ 
eration gives the world a genim whose mission it is to 
still further perfect the ideal in musical art, especially 
interpretative art. We now have thle great Polish 
pianist, Paderewski. Teachers advanced students, and 
music-loving amateurB should hear him- this season. 
Excursions conducted by some manage r could be made 
to pay, the manager furnishing tickets ’or railroad fare 
and admission to the recital. Well-planned advertising 
would draw crowds of music people. A^xd, too, it would 
be an inspiration to travel with a earful of enthusiastic 
concert goers. This idea is beixg carried out from cen- 
A  
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through the ma xagers of concerts and recitals. 
, * # 
* * * 
Vocal music that is, singing; is of the greatest help 
to piano pupils. Nearly all music teachers are in some 
way connected with church music. If it. is in Sunday- 
school singing, Ihey should have a well-drilled choir, and 
have it made ur aB largely as they can- of their pupils, 
Upt forgetting the pupils of other music teachers belong- 
. — ■ ^ -=- 
al ays ma e the phrasing clearly! evide t, and.the ex¬ 
pression should be such as will mate the piece the most 
effective. All of this requires high ideals. High ideals 
make it necessary to hear much good playing, and above 
all, when the-former is secured, that the teacher holds 
the pupil up tp the best manner of playing of wnich 
the pqpil is capable. One of the essentials for effective 
playihg is a clearly marked rhythm. That when the 
pupil plays a piece he should be its master, and not the 
ing to the congregation. The older pupils should belong piece the master of him. The pipil should never be 
to. their choir if they have fairly good voices, and if not, allowe d to play in a humdrum a id spiritless manner, 
but yet can sing somewhat, they should attend the re- hut to render it as though the piece meant something to 
hearsals of the 1 shoir and sing for the culture there is in him, and that he desired that his li steners should apj're- 
it. This is. adv:sed because in singing the singer must ciate its beauties. The enlightening fact is high or 
think the tone tb be sung, and take care to get af~mental ‘ art ideals. These are to be secured by hearing artists' 
comprehension of the effect of each phrase during, or perfoijm, and. by the pupils hearing one another! in 
even in advance, of his singing, while in playing, piano musicales, that the spirit of emulation may have its due 
pupils are too much inclined to see a note and press course and that ambition may be aroused for better 
down it®, key and accept the tonal result unquestion ’i j70*. and that^taste may be cultivated from hearing 
ingly, without tkking the content into their musical con- ^mrge quantities' of good music well played. j 
sciousness. Tien, too, chorus singing develops the '* * 
innate rhythmic feeling; it makes the singer feel ’the 
rhythmic beats md depend upon this for time keeping, 
thus developing time from within,'the only correct man¬ 
ner of its devel xpment. 
Oe I I have heard that," people say when spoken 
tp regarding some standard or classic piece of music, 
the tone of the speakers implying that as there was no 
urther novelty and nothing new about it;-of course it 
could be of no i merest to them. But the earneststudent 
and the musicit n know that it takes more than one hear¬ 
ing to understand and‘realize the beauties of a fine 
piece of music, that Repeated hearings grow in interest, 
that the more t m piece is heard the more it is enjoyed. 
This same clas 1 of 'people will go to hear some popular 
Pupils seldom do themselves full justice in playing 
before: their teachers. In their nervousness they do not 
rely e lough upon the inner sense,tion of rhythm when 
playing. This lack of attention to the rhythmic feeling 
is ,often evinced when playing accompaniments, and 
when playing four-hand music and alsq when playing on 
two pianos. . ^ It is more often that pupils lose [the 
rhythm when so playing than that they lose their places 
i or tninoaloulatB the lengths of notes and rests. Invlari- 
’ ab'y, as soon as they have lost ths rhythm they at once 
begin to hurry. When a pupil plays for friends and 
does poor work in a passage, nihe times out of teii it 
will be found that there has been ja loss of the rhythmic 
sense. A Statement of the • case j suggests the remedy, 
tral Pennsylvania, and should Ibe undertaken all over 
our country for the help that there is in hearing so great 
an artist and such grand music. 
—Madame Bloomfield Zeisj.br in rep ly to the question 
iwhether pupils gain more by going abroad says:— 
“ Yes ; not so much because xf the teachers, but the 
■musical atmosphere. There are so many more oppor¬ 
tunities for hearing good music, and that is the secret, 
after all. Why, take the most promising pupil and shut 
him up as long as you please with the best teacher in 
the world and he will never make s pianist. Take 
Paderewski himself and shut him up now absolutely by 
himself and he could not play as he dois. It is contact 
with the world, it is living in touch with people, that de¬ 
velops the higher nature and gums the subtle power to 
reach the. human heart. And that is why it is easier to 
concertize on the other side. Why, right around Berlin, 
within a few miles, there are twenty cities where one 
might give a concert with orchestra. These cities all 
have their orchestras, land, perhaps, o ice a year they 
engage a good artist and give a concert. While here 
there are only five cities where it is possible to give a 
concert with orchestra, and these are no far apart that 
it takes endleBS travel to accomplish anything.” 
Technical execution is certainly one of the indispens-' 
able attributes of good pianp playing. All the per¬ 
former’s enthusiasm, fire, feeling or fancy will not help 
him to tide over mecha'nical difficulties and the style of 
his playing must, without technical efficiency, remain 
broken, spasmodic—in short, imperfect. The technical, 
execution represents the dress ir which the performance 
is clad. Let a thought or a sentiment be ever so grand or 
true, if the words in which that thought or sentiment is 
clothed are1 weak, mean, and inadequite, the impres¬ 
sion left will be comparatively feeble and transient. 
This is also the c&Se ,with technical execution.’ As 
long as neatness, clearness, and evenness are wanting, 
our ear will never be cbmpletely pies sed ; we may be 
gratified by the reading of single parts, but we cannot 
experience a thorough satisfaction. It is not exactly 
necessary that the technical execution should be bril¬ 
liant, dazzling, and full of splendor; she essential re¬ 
quirements in every performance, tha; is to give real 
and sincere pleasure, are neatneis, correctness, and dis¬ 
tinctness. What we cannot understand fails to impress 
us, and such failure of comprehension is Sure to pro¬ 
duce indifference, if not positive dissati|faction. 
Er: jest Patter. 
which is, if the pupil feels at all any apprehension, or is 
The virtue of . a man ought ti 
extraordinary exertions, but by. 
— Pascal. 
“I remember,” writes Sir Jo 
well known nobleman relate in a 
ing that he had when a young n 
his father to a'llow him to study t 
the fiddle?” said his father inc 
next thing will be that, you will 
•girl.” 
> be measured, not by 
his every day conduct. 
hn Stainer, “ hearing a 
speech in a public meet- 
lan respectfully begged\ 
he violin. “ What, play 
lignafttly, “Never; the 
want to marry a ballet- 
NOTES FROM A PROFESSOR’S LECTURE. 
T EC 33 ETUDE 
I wisij to caution you against a mistake that many 
psople, wiser than students, fall into ; I mean judging 
the thm^jdone by the name of .the doer. You will find 
even among those who should know better, that an artist 
if? judged by his fame and not by his skill. There are 
many sijgers, pianists, and violinists Jho are execrable 
interpreters, and who live simply on a reputation gained 
in the ppst. Do not become a worshipper of names ; 
tdarn how a thing is to be done, and do Jot praise insuffic- 
ie ncy, even though it bear a world-famous name. 
On thj other hand .do not judge until you are capable 
,° J. glrf ; m mu8lc> a8 in other matters, a little learn¬ 
ing is a dangerous thing. If you do not like[this or that 
thing sa^r so, if necessary, but do nol confound your 
likiDg or disliking with judgment. After one of my 
tectures jhe other day a young lady informed me that 
T ,dui 1 ot agree with what I said about Wagner. The 
frank yobng lady had been studying .the piano for two 
years, and all she knew about Wagner was gained from 
hearing bis operas sung. She confounded feeling with 
reaaon, xnd preference with critical judgment. You 
teay likelcaramels and dislike roast beef; but in your 
QOr“cR do not in8i8‘ ‘tat the former is more nutritious 
tt an the latter. 
Judgment is born of right study and experience ; it is 
the conclusion of knowledge ; opinion iJsimply personal 
pi-eteremW In the young lady’s opinion tey judgment 
ol Wagner was wrong; when she is experienced enough 
tc give a J udgment I will argue with her. 
After fill I have said on the subject I am asked and 
af ■ d aSftln how many hours a day it is necessary to de- 
vjite to this or that branch of music. I will answer the 
question briefly: Never practice to.the point of weari¬ 
ness ; and more is gained by breaking up yoJxr time into 
portions jihan practicing continuously. Two hours a day 
ai e enough for the average amateur, and if he can divide 
tms time mto four half-hours and practice a half hour, 
take a rest, and so on, he will gain the most from his 
wbrk. ^ Even if he only devotes one hour to his work he 
will gain more by practicing for a half hour in the morn- 
mjg and ajhalf hour in the evening, than if he practiced 
continuously for the full hour. 
By practice I mean; hard work, and not running 
through tunes or skipping difficulties. When you prac- 
r ‘r°A0t P!ay piecpa that y°u haTe mastered, but 
. attack difficulties that you have not yet conquered. Do 
T UDtiI What you do is the be8t you are 
capable of doing. I am speaking now of pieces you are 
learning, and not of scales and exercise!) which you wi.uW 
pl ay ; but even here you must devote the greater time to 
tt ose with which you are least acquainted. 
How many of ..you know what mastering a piece 
means? |jlf you did know, how man|y of you would 
attempt to fly -before you can creep. The amateur is 
o-er ambitious and under-critical ; he Joes not attempt 
tc estimate the magnitude of this or that work before he ' 
attacks it. And how is he armed? He tries to blow 1 
down a fort with a pea-shooter! AhJ me! how much- ' 
si.lienness and grief have I caused b^ informing Miss ! 
Kose or Miss Lily that she must wait several years before 1 
she is capable of understanding ChopiJ or Beethoven ; ! 
a;ld whe!i| I bave suggested that she muk devote a large 
slfare of ber time to the good Bach, how she has pouted. J 
It does not require great talents, but simply applies- * 
ton to master the technical difficulties of the piano and 0 
violin, anti good mechanipal players are turned out by 
the hundreds PHnOOrWO TJA Ll_* ’ _ _ X ,1 C 
tTl/erB’Xd pity y0U for trying t0 carTO a 8^ue when 
you do not know how to use the-mallet and chisel 
8houHrheaClher Bbr y°U h°W a Beetb°™ 8°Data 
mould be played, but he cannot teach you how to play 
■ it. You may imitate him, but you are only a mechani 
cal player, and not an interpreter. When you have 
analyzed a piece and understood its motive, when you 
fnL^ m the pi6Ce lhat the ideaB or emotions 
n ended by the compeser .arise spohtaneously in your- 
fel at lhe proper places, then and then only are you .he 
interpreter, the artist. Technic is a means anffinot .he 
end. Your work is not ended until your brain thinks 
and your heart feels while your fingers play. 
What I have said is as old as the hills, but how many 
amateurs are wasting their time by not heeding it, doing 
everything but learning, how to play on their chosen in¬ 
strument As an interpreter music exalts ; for you are 
continually brought into the presence of genius, whose 
thoughts and 'feelings you are striving to discover. If 
you do not succeed in your endeavor you are still exalted 
on account of that endeavor. 
And this is the reason why in music,, as in the other 
arts, and as in social life, you should always aim to asso¬ 
ciate with what is best; what is at least on a level with 
your highest thoughts and not beneath your contempt. 
I(or art'B sake, for your own sake you are interpreters 
of beauty and not of vulgarity^1 We cannot develop 
what is noblest in us without labor and without endeavor ; 
and if we fail to develop what is noblest in us we may 
be very good animal's, but very mediocre men and 
women.—P. W., Leader. 
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TtfeLttlri trafnlD* of «>• thumb. 
dent, common and lnvl'Ld dTT — 
the chromatic scale with the fin 6 BCa e ofCi a“d also on 
Mason's ''Touch and if °“ W °f 
pupil should stop and make oLe n!‘ mordent the 
two in the measure, and two counts of ' q4arter yest' Hcounting 
measure,and during the rest let the han l Ilf C0UDtrDg lh,ee in «he 
a high wrist. But when - , hand droop perfectly loose from 
be given with tt uTm^r "6,, "'u"'6Dt the three —should 
held lightly and makes its movements wUh ^ ^ thU“b iB 
nimbleness. In fact, these.mordent exercise^hlulTbe061"1-7; aDd 
as material for the development of th,S thumj 3 8^ ^ 
-pa a...... ...i X l;: ; ','"14 
first thing to do, is to convince him that imf,roTe™nt! ^e 
“ loud pedal,” that the office of the pedal is m^pst10- 8U°h th'"B 38 3 
mon.es are being sustained another can be played and the tw ^ 
... I- -a.. ,:.r w,‘“ r 
b..p .... foot -way Ib.-.d.l 
ens), hut one that requires very uneven pedaling, where it Is one or 
two pulses In one measure, two or three in another; sometimes he 
git. on the second count, sometime on the fourth, and sometimes 
running conllnuously for two or three measures. Let the niece lie 
one that is very easy to the pupil, so that the pupil's entile mind 
can be given to correct pedal management. 
Questions anil Snsweijs. 
L.M. The best books on harmony for beginners are Howard’s 
Course to Harmony "and Mansfield’s ‘’Student’s Harmony » The 
latter is a new work soon to be published. 
mSt* ?!e^nl°w,an.inYUsd t0 se?d ln Questions for this deparv 
Srrn ■ e“Si.Trr^t tll0la on one B1de of the paper only and not 
“'J5er 'hiiige. on the aama,sheet. In Case the 
Wbjtee s Puu. Address must be Givek, or the c,t,■ .-inns will 
tnH?hIem,°aaHteiltl?n Vwil! the writer’s name be printed 
. j — a ).-I-J Ml* ^ Uiuugu UUU J 
tHe hundreds bjr conservatories. But this iB only the 
beginning, although the majority of amateurs and some 
professionals never progress beyond this point. So far 
ypu havej only mastered the instrument, and now you 
must begjn to make it interpret the thoughts of your 
Composer]; you can play the notes but you must make 
them express his ideas according to hi|s intentions and 
njit your itjeacher’s or your own. j 
[Here Ijjreach the point I am aiming at; it is not the 
p^rforme^ But tHe interpretation that we judge; we ex¬ 
pect adejjuate technic as we expect t|he carpenter to 
c ow how to handle his tools. When you play to me I 
am not judging your fingers, but your brain and heart 
a?d 80Q1- If your technic is bad I dimply shrug my 
M. N. A.—I have considerable trouble in getting my pupils to play 
triplets correctly; they do not make them sound right. Can you 
suggest a remedy ? 
Ans - Where triplets go wrongly, the accent is usually played on 
the last oi the three notes, when it should be on the first of the 
three. Another fault that is akin to the one named iB that pupils 
play the first two notes much too quickly, and make the last one as 
long as the other two were combined. For instance, they play a 
triplet of eighth notes as if it were written in two sixteenths followed 
by an eighth, accenting the eighth or last note of lhe three. To got 
them out of this bad habit, give an (Stude that is made of triplets, 
requiring (lie pupil to accent correctly, nnd to make the notes of 
equal length ; then given pleco that lintt tnoro or less triplets, requir¬ 
ing tl)ein to bq played correctly. The pupil is to Baton that lie la 
making the three of equal duration, with 1111 accent upon the flrat of 
the three. An CLudo or piece ln alx elght tlmo, whero tlio notea 
uro oightliB, would usslat In tills. 
M. M. M. Tench the scnLes to children by showing them that the 
scale is made of steps and half-steps, aijd that the half-stops aro be¬ 
tween three and four-, and seven and eight; that the scale of C re¬ 
quires no black keys because the half-steps come rightly on the white 
keys alone. Then-show how the scale of G requires an F-sharp, that 
the scale of D requires two sharps, F- and C-sharp,and soon with the 
others. " Landon’s Methods for the Organ and Pianoforte ” give full 
details for scale teaching. When about to play an organ find which 
stops give tones, which are in unison yith the voice throughout the 
keyboard, and also those-which are'an octave higher than the voice, 
and those which are an octave lower than the voice. However, but 
few organs have stops an octave lo>er than the voice. This means 
when you play from middle C, an octave either up or down. 1 ‘ Reg- 
. isters ” are the same as “stops ” in organ playing. The Minor scale 
ascends with the sixth sharped and descends with it natural in Borne . 
scale methods. This is called the mixed minor scale. That is, it 
ascends in the melodic form and descends in the harmonic form. 
B- B.—^The “ Landon Organ Studies,' Grade II,” are about the diffi¬ 
culty of “ Mathew’s Graded Studies,” Grades III and IV. 
A. F. M.—After finishing ‘‘Ltindon’s Organ Studies,” Grade Ili, 
give the pupil Bach’s “ Little Preludes.” They can be had in the 
cheap editions. 
A- Private lessona in harmony are, of course, better than-class 
lessons. Harmony can be studied through lessons by mail (see ad¬ 
vertisements in the advertisement columns of The Etude). -Mnson’B 
“Technics “can bo Bind led successfully without a teacher/provided 
you will read, think, try, and then do it all over, time and time again, 
practicing the exercised according to directions, until you cun play 
thejn. correctly. Each time that, you read t;he directions carefully; 
and then practice upon (ho new light gained, you will bo prepared 
to get still further light nnd knowledge by your next ronding, and 
so on for a scoro or more times. 
1. Is It true that Paderewski is a vegetarian ? 
Answer: He is not. 
2. What-is his customary diet? 
Answer: That of other mortal men. He does not live on rose 
leaves and v.olet buds, nor toasted nightingale tongues, nor iced pea- 
cocks’eyes-that would not suffice him. P 
Mr. Paderewski is a sensible man, who works hard every day and 
he has a hearty apprtite. As he is fastidious in all his tastes, io in 
the matter of eating. He is fond of a dainty dinner prepared in 
Freueli style; the more exquisitely served the better he enjoys it. 
AVe happen to Jiave a little menu in French before us which we 
will reproduce here in English 
0raters Kussmn caviare (wine: Chablis). 
Patties JHa Cardinal {Zeltinger SclilosB)COUSOmmd 3 laCr“le- 
Roast spring Iamb witli fresh hams'^r cau'ilfil.wer (ChatehiTr,i0ca>?et 
Terrapin, Matyland style (old Madeira) Gi»c»urs}. 
, , Iced punch witli Russian cigarettes' 
,, , . , .Snipes Wi ll, salad or Compote (Ilicluq,bus). 8 
1 ate de foies gras with frosli asparagus (Sleiubergor Cabhiut, 1H7-I). 
Dessert ;— / 
ChoeHo. • Coffee. 
Ummimgno: l'oimuery sec , or Moot and Chundoii. ^ 
The latter Mr. Paderewski prefers to other brands. 
Tho occasion was a farewell dinner tendered to the eminent pian¬ 
ist by some or his Intimate frjends ; it was thoroughly and leisurely 
eDjoyed, followed by several games of billiards, of which Mr. Pade¬ 
rewski is very fond, and he indulges in it on account of tho physical 
eXerciee. 
3. Is it a fact that Paderewski fasts for several hours previous to a" 
public performance? 
Answer: Yes. Mr. Paderewski abstains from eating some hours 
before playing, but it cannot be called fasting. No singer, dramatic 
artist, reader, pianist, or other public performer -would dream of 
going to her or his performance immediately after a hearty meal; 
certainly, two or three hours should elapse. 
J. M. M.—1 have a pupil, who Booms to possess an especially Btifi" 
and Hlow-moving thumb; in playing runs the thumb .notes are 
struck too heavily and tiro held too long. 
Remenyi telia this story abofit Liszt. When he was 
seven years old he already played like a grown-up 
master, Bach’s preludes and fugues. One tfky. his 
father, who was a good all-round musician,* came 
home unexpectedly and heard little Liszt playing 
one of Bach’s four-part fugues, but' the fugue was 
written in another key than the one in which little Liszt 
was then playing. The father was appalled. He knew 
too well that his son had no intention whatever to trans¬ 
pose the intensely polyphonic four-part fugue. He 
knew that it was being done unconsciously. He asked 
the boy why he did not play it in the right key. The 
little fellow was astonished and aBked if the fugue was 
not written' in the key he was playing it in. No it was 
written in E flat and not in G.( The musiejan, knows 
well what it meiins to transpose a complicated piece to 
another key; but for a seven year old boy tojtranspose 
a four part fugue of Bach’s to a key a third below. 
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PUBLISHER'S NOTES. 
The Etdde greets its readers with hearty wishes for 
“A Happy NeW Ylear.” 
! 
* * 
This month is the most favorable for raising clubs for 
The Etdde. We receive more subscriptions during 
January than any month in the year. Our new Pre¬ 
mium List in December has stimulated a great many to 
increased effort. It contains quite a number of new 
articles aud the terms are more liberal than ever. 
Our cash deductions are also published in connection 
with the Premium List. 
Every teacher can have his or her subscription re¬ 
newed by sending in three new names and $4 50. We 
feel confident that every new subscriber will rtjoice at 
the monthly visits of The Etdde. We aim to make it a 
students’ as well as a teachers’ Journal. We will send a 
bundle of samples free to any one who desires to raise a 
club. Any further particulars can be had by writing to 
the office. i 
[■ * * * ! * * 
One of the best; Premiums we have yet offered is the 
lady’s or gentleman’s watch. Only fifteen subscribers 
will get a fine gol;d-filled timepiece. They are guaran¬ 
teed and are made at one of the finest -works in the 
country. They have the appearance of a $126, and will 
wear equally as well. We sell them at $10.00 cash. 
If not as represented they can be returned. 
If any one is in doubt as to this being a good thing let 
him send $10 00 and we will send the watch on, if not 
satisfactory it can be returned at our expense. If it is 
all right, the fifteen subscribers cari be sent at $1.50 each 
and deduct $10 from whole amount ($22.60) if another 
watch is not desired. Every music teacher should pOS" 
sess a watch. It iB an indispensable part of the outfit. 
* * * * * 
In the next issue of The Etdde we expect to have a 
sketch of the life of Chaminade, with picture, which we 
have already received from the composer with autograph' 
written across it. 
* * * 
* * 
We have in preparation a number of important sup¬ 
plements which will appear during the-coming year. 
They will be in the form of the one published in connec¬ 
tion with the December Etdde, and be suitable for 
framing. * . • 
i * * * •; 
* * 
- We fully expected to have Dr. Mansfield’s Harmony 
on the market ere this. The work is being brought out 
by an English firm, and at the last report it . was about 
finished. We are in hopes to have it in the hands of 
our advance subscribers, this month. The special offer 
of 60 cents for the work will be continued during Janu¬ 
ary, but cash must accompany all orders for it. 
* „ * * 
* * 
Our Holiday Sales have been very good. Vast 
quantities of good musical literature has been dissemin¬ 
ated among a class of readers where it will do a great 
deal of good. The offer is now positively withdrawn, 
and all books and other goods oan only be had at regular 
rates. The great Encyclopedic Dictionary which was 
advertised on the second page of the cover in December 
issue can yet be had at the same price, $14 40 It is 
the greatest work of reference ever published. The 
’ publisher’s price is $42.00. We have sample pages 
which we can send to prospective purchasers. It must 
be understood that it is not a musical work, but a general 
encyclopaedia of the English language. It has 6367 
pages, and cost over $760.00 to pro'duce. It is published 
in 4 large volumes, 9 x ll£ incheB and 3 inches thick. 
Read the advertisement again. 
***** 
It must be understood that in returning music sent on 
sale it is not always cheapest to send it by express. At a 
great distance it is cheaper to send it by mail, if the 
package does not weigh over four pounds. Because we 
ship by express is no reason why it should be returned 
in that way. All large publishers have special rates' 
with express companies which individuals cannot obtain. 
Get the price for shipping from the post office auff ex¬ 
press company, and then take the cheapest. 
The new work by Carrie E. Shimer is in process of print¬ 
ing. It] forms a fitting introduction to Touch and 
Technicj by Mason. We hope to have it ready in k 
month or so. The manuscript is all in the printer’s 
hands. ; Send in your advance subscription very soon 
or you will be too late. The work has been revised by 
Dr. Mason, and has his complete sanction. 60 cents is 
the advance subscription price. , 
* * * 
* * 
We s^ill have a few more volumes of the complete 
Songs of Chopin for 26 cents. They are in edition 
Peters and. have only German words. , 
* * 
* * 
We have also some very handsomely bound Volumes 
of Jensen’s Songs, with English and German words. 
They retail for $1 76. We will sell our surplus stock 
of them-for only 80 cents each. They are not shopworn 
but entirely new. We are simply overstocked. 
* * * * * 
The “ New Pianoforte Method]” for beginners, by 
Charles W. Landon, will be, as its title indicates, a 
method for beginners, easily graded, decidedly musical 
and melodious, containing choice selections of pieces 
which are; formative, yet distinctly pleasing, calculated 
to interest young pupils. , Pieces which can be at once 
played musically and expressively, pieces which will 
memorize easily, memorize for ti e purpose of being 
plkyed with a musical touch and with pleasing effect. 
Special attention will be given to rhythm, and the de¬ 
velopment of the inner feeling for rhythm in the pupil. 
The material will be presented ir, line with the New 
Teaching, yet placed so as to be within an easy presen¬ 
tation by any good teacher. The book will be decidedly 
in advance of anything now on the market, and exactly 
the book teachers want to interest their beginners. 
Price for introduction, cash with order, is only 26 cents. 
* * * * * 
We made a note in December issue stating that we 
would like to have the names of all teachers who are 
capable of imparting instruction in Touch and Technic 
to teachers not conversant with the system. In reply jo 
which we have received the names given below, and hope 
to have the list considerably augmented this month.'. 
Nearly 20,000 copies are sold annually of thiB work, and 
it is important that it is properly taught' to young 
teachers. ' | 
Mrs. J. P. Annen, No. 616 Van Buren Street, Green 
Bay, Wis. 1 . I 
Louisa E. Childs, Prescott, Wis. , . j 
W Ej. Doggett, Harrisonville, Mo. 
M. M. Enos, Charlevoix, Mich. 
Ella E. French, No. 714 Crouse Ave., Syracuse, N. }T. 
Henry U. Goodwin, Louisville, Ky., The Fonda. I 
; Mrs. S. Louise Hardenburgh, No. 688 Madison Ave., 
Scranton, Pa. 
Miss Lillian Brown Hall, No. 668 Powers’ Building, 
Rochester, N. Y. 1 
Mrs. J. Frank Kenney, No. 702 Constitution Street, 
Emporia, Kansas. j ! 
Miss, A. Marie Merrick, No. 604 Green Avenue, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Miss Frances P. Matthews, Canton, N. Y. ; 
Minnie E. Power, Albion, N. Y. 
H, A. Roehner, No. 220South Seventh Street, Easton, 
Pa. . 
Miss Mary E T^oung, Winchester, Tenn. 
Clarence Caldwell, No. 915 South Sixth Street, La 
Crosse, Wis. ;®i’i 
We are certainly glad to announce that the transfer of 
the Musical World to The Etdde—the filling of the 
former’s subscriptions by the latter—has given entire 
satisfaction. We have yet to hear the first word of 
disapproval. We will try to continue to deserve this 
approbation by making The Etdde still better by the 
addition of a number of new features during the coming 
year. 
* * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * 
The results so far from our new Premium List halve 
been most gratifying. The great reductions we have made 
to obtain new subscribers have been appreciated. It is 
possib e for almost any one to get a few, if not more, sub¬ 
scribers from among their pUpilB and musical friends. 
If you have not the Premium List or the December 
number, in which it is printed entire, send to us and we 
shall te pleased to send one and also to furnish sample 
copiesiree to any one to assist them in this work. 
' ***** : 
The] price of our Metronomes has been reduced—the 
same, ^>est article; another new importation from France 
has ji^st arrived—the well-known j‘J. T. L. ” manufac- 
ture. j With bell $4.00; -without, $2.75, Every onej of 
these has been thoroughly tested before being sent to us. ■ 
'*•* 
* * * 
The new game “ The Great Composers,” has ap¬ 
peared on^the market and has given great pleasure every¬ 
where. Every card has an excellent likeness of a 
composer contained upon it. In addition to being a ttJost 
interesting game, it being like the well-known gameB of 
literature, “Authors,” it. is instructive, familiarizing the 
playe rs with the faces of the different composers, the 
dates of birth and death, and last, but not least, four of 
the greatest works of each. The- game is a large one, 
seventeen tricks and sixty-eight cards ip all, bo that it 
can b^e divided in two or even more separate and. dis¬ 
tinct gameB; in this way a large kumber can play at the 
same time. The game retails at 60 cents. The special 
offer for this work in December is now withdrawn. 
It is quite appropriate to mention at the present time 
the issuance of another edition of “ Music and Culture,” 
the lectures and essays of the late Dr. Karl Merz, formfer 
editor of Brainard'a Musical World, which is nowincor- 
porated with this Journal. ■ Dr. Merz was, no doubt, one 
of the worthiest teachers music has ever had, and this 
work,, the thoughts and experiences of a lifetime, is 
perhaps, the mpBt valuable and practical ever published 
on musical topics. It is alike suitable to either pro¬ 
fessional or amateur, and no library is complete without 
it. The present edition is a fine one and contains an 
excellent likeness of the author. -Retails for $1.76. 
* * * * * 
Since last issue was published we have made arrange¬ 
ments with the maker of one of the very best Fountain 
Pens to supply them to us very low, for Premium pur¬ 
poses ; this is not the Pen mentioned in the Publisher’s 
Notes of the December issue, but a much more valuable 
one, and guaranteed.q We offer it for three subscribers 
to The Etude, just the same as before, but we cannot 
sell it for less than $1.60, and that only as a special price 
to subscribers to The Etdde. 
The Pen is the Franklin Fountain Pec, and retails for 
$2.60. It is strictly high grade in every way and 
guaranteed to give satisfaction to the purchaser. Fitted 
with gold pens of the best make. 
Every teacher should have^one ; the convenience of 
such a pen is not appreciated until it has been nsed. 
We offer onlythe best of such articles every teacher 
should possess. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
I am very much pleased with Landon’s Reed Organ 
Method ; it is superior in every way to any Reed Organ. 
Method I have seen,** I am also greatly pleased with 
The Etdde. Miss Daisy Lawrence. 
I wish to express my gratification at the splendid way 
in which you have made the selections for the “On 
Sale” package which you have sent.me. It was just 
what I had been looking for, and I cannot express my 
thankB, Which I believe, is the sentiment of all teachers 
who have been fortunate enough to secure such pack- 
a£es- H. E. Mansfield. 
I have studied Mathews’ Graded Course, his Phrasing 
Studies; and Mason’s Touch and Technic, and can 
.heartily recommend them to students of music. In me 
you will always have a friend to The Etdde. 
• ' Mattie Bonham. 1 
, I have been a reader of The Etdde for one year and 
I must say. that I have enjoyed it very much. I am a 
teacher of music and have not taken a music monthly 
that I like as well as The Etdde. Katie C. Scott. 
I am delighted with your edition of Beethoven’s com¬ 
positions. I hope to see all the classics, especially the 
workB of Chopin and Mendelsshon, published in the 
same form for teaching. The revision and annotations 
are all that could be desired. F. J. McDonough. 
